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A BSTRACT
COMPARING A N D C O N TRA STING M ANUAL D IR E C T
TOUCH INTERACTIO N W ITH TANGIBLE U SE R
INTERFACES FOR M A PPIN G APPLICATIONS
by
TIM OTHY G. APRIL
University of New Hampshire, May, 2013

Multi-touch interfaces are growing in popularity for many forms of computing
devices, including mobile devices, as well as personal and shared workstations. There
has been limited exploration into the use of tangible user interfaces in conjunction
with multi-touch displays for extracting data from geocoded data. Specifically, it is
not known if tangible user interfaces are faster, easier or more intuitive to use than
existing touch based controls. We hypothesize that tangible user interfaces will be
faster, more satisfying and more desirable than touch based controls for extracting
data from geocoded data. We set out to explore one tangible user interface and two
touch based interfaces as inputs to a new mapping application.

1

C H A PTER 1
IN TR O D U C TIO N

1.1

Exploring Geocoded D ata w ith a M ulti-Touch System :
Problem Statem ent

Multi-touch interfaces are growing in popularity for many forms of computing de
vices, including mobile devices, as well as personal and shared workstations. Many
new systems include sample mapping software powered by technologies like Mi
crosoft’s Bing Maps [21], Google Maps [13] and Open Street Map [19]. As multi-touch
enabled computing devices such as table top computers and cellphones gain traction
in the market, new applications are developed taking advantage of new multi-touch
based features. One common area for application development focuses on d a ta th at
can be linked to a set of geographic coordinates and displayed on maps, also known as
geocoded data. In some cases, when using geocoded data, another dimension m ay be
added to allow users to gather more data visually. Displaying weather patters or other
weather data is an example of multiple dimensions on one screen. For most touch
interfaces or traditional desktops, application requiring user input usually consists
of a display area and a separate control area. The Weather C hannel® Application
for Apple’s iPhone® [12] is a good example of separate control and viewing areas.
As seen in Figure 1-1, there is the display area with the map and th e geocoded
data, below which are the slider and control buttons. While it may be easy to use
based on prior experience, applications with separate navigation areas take up screen
space th at could be used to display more information to the end user. Additionally,

many new devices allow tracking of objects other than fingers, which could be used
for multi-touch of interaction, freeing more screen space for other purposes or more
sophisticated interfaces that can be reloaded on the screen.
In recent years, applications have
started to display more d a ta while main
taining the same or smaller screen space.
Q New York, NY (10025)

0

Very few new interfaces have been devel
oped in the last few years for minimiz
ing or removing the control portion of
touch displays. Also, with the improve
ments to touch displays, few interfaces
have been developed to take advantage
of object tracking.

Even fewer, if any,

have been used for interfaces to geocoded
data.
The growing collection of geocoded
d a ta being displayed on touch based dis
plays would greatly benefit from more
Figure 1-1: A screen shot of the Weather
usable screen real estate to provide more
Channel Application for the iPhone [15]
information at one time. One possible
way to reclaim some of the screen space
would be to use a tangible user interface, A tangible user interface is some object
which could use little to no permanent sc sen space, and provide an interface to a
computer through physical manipulation.

1.2

Goals

Our primary goal was to analyze the use of tangible user interfaces for the ex
ploration of geocoded and time-coded data. Our first goal was to create a touch
based application, which could be used to compare existing touch based methods for
exploring data using a map to two new interfaces. Our second goal was to examine
three possible methods of measuring the cognitive load of a subject who was using a
touch based interface.

1.3

Hypotheses

Our first hypothesis was that users will be able to complete a d ata extraction task
faster when using an interface th at has a tangible component than a strictly touch
based user interface.
Our second hypothesis was th at users will be more satisfied to use a tangible user
interface when they are given the option to use either a strictly touch based interface
or a tangible and touch based interface.
Our third hypothesis was th at users will be less cognitively loaded when interacting
with a tangible user interface as compared to a touch only interface.

1.4

Approach

We have divided our research into four phases: (1) development of two new inter
faces, (2) development of the testing application(s), (3) experimentation with human
subjects and (4) analysis of the resulting data.
1.4.1

D evelopm ent o f tw o new interfaces

The first interface to be developed was a tangible user interface th at allows users
to have part of the user input controlled by the motion of a physical object. For

the experiments covered later, users interact with a standard hockey puck. A hockey
puck controlled the fine movement, while the coarse adjustment will be done with a
slider type interface. Going forward, the coarse motion section of the new interfaces
will be referred to as the “Scrubber” .
The second interface was dubbed the “Virtual Puck” interface.

The primary

purpose of the Virtual Puck interface was to have an input method to compare the
new interfaces to. The second interface consisted of the same scrubber component as
the first interface, but rather than the puck, a circle was used. Similar to the first
interface’s interaction, the grey circle allows the user to place their finger on the input
device and rotate it only using only direct touch. The ’’Virtual Puck” interface was
designed fall between the ” Physical Puck” and the control.
The control for our user studies was an existing interface within the Application
Programming Interfaces or APIs of the Microsoft Surface known as the SurfaceSlider.
The SurfaceSlider component was very similar to a slider in most common computer
applications, such as word processors or Internet browsers.
1.4.2

D evelopm ent o f th e testin g application (s)

During the development and testing phase, two applications were created to test
two different aspects of the new interfaces. The first application was a number finding
program, which was used to try to measure the cognitive load of the user while
interacting with the device. The second application was designed to test the ability
of users to extract data from a collection of time-coded and geocoded data. The
major element of the second application was a simulated mapping environment using
a mocked up grid style street pattern on which “vehicles” could move freely. One
constant across both applications was the Microsoft Surface, the platform on which
both applications run.

1.4.3

Experim ent w ith H um an S u b jects

There were two different experiments th at were run with human subjects. The
first experiment was used to test both the users preference of interface, as well as the
speed of their completion of given tasks. For our first study, users interacted with
the application that used a mocked up map as the display. Subjects were given three
different sections of questions, one corresponding to each of the two new interfaces
and another for the control interface. At the start of each section of questions, the
user was instructed on the proper usage for each interface. Following the instruction
section, a set of practice questions were given to let the user practice the interface
before beginning the experiment. Finally, the user were given a set of questions th at
they are asked to complete as fast as possible while also getting the correct answer.
To ensure th at the learning effect was accounted for, the presentation order for the
interfaces were counterbalanced. Following each section of the experiment, users were
asked to complete a NASA-TLX assessment. In addition to the data gathered from
the users interaction, video footage captured the entire experiment for possible review
after the experiment was over. The video footage only started after the consent forms
were completed. Also, in an attem pt to measure the relative cognitive load of the
user, physiological measurement devices were connected to gather heart rate as well
as skin conductance. Finally, in order to gather subjective and demographic data,
questionnaires were administered prior to and after the experiment.
For the second experiment, a similar setup was maintained. The differences were
in the application used and the method of measuring cognitive load. The application
for the second experiment consisted of an external monitor displaying two numbers,
one on top of the other. The top number was a number that the user was attem pting
to locate in an ordered list of numbers from 1 to 10000. The bottom number was used
to indicate the number that the user currently had selected. To measure cognitive
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load, subjects were not be connected to physiological measurement devices, but an
eye tracker was used to measure the diameter of the subjects’ pupil.
1.4.4

A nalysis o f th e R esu ltin g D ata

Both quantitative and qualitative methods were used to analyze the d ata gathered.
The qualitative data from Likert scales on the questionnaires were analyzed to locate
possible trends concerning the subjects’ familiarity with touch based interfaces as well
as tangible user interfaces. The quantitative analysis was used to compare timing d ata
for many different activities within each user interaction.
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C H A PTER 2
BA CK G RO UND

2.1

Touch Based Com puting D evices

Many devices have been introduced which utilize touch as a method of interac
tion. Prom touch pads on almost all laptops to large touch screens the size of walls
[24], touch is being used increasingly as a primary method of interaction with some
computing devices. Another common use of touch interaction appears in many types
of smart phones such as Apple’s iPhone® [12], Google’s Android [14] and Microsoft’s
W indows® Phone [23] to name a few. Before 1984 [3], computer based touch inter
faces were only capable of responding to a single touch at a time. In 1984, researchers
began to experiment with the use of multi-touch tracking, creating a need for com
puter software that could understand more than one touch at a tim e [4].
When research and development of touch and contact based interface systems
began, most systems implemented their own software. As more focus was placed on
touch input and object tracking, software [9] and hardware [22] packages emerged
to simplify development. Echtler et al. reviewed many of the existing software and
hardware packages available in 2008 and developed a system architecture which is
commonly seen in past and present systems [4]. Rather than highlighting strengths
and weaknesses of each individual implementation, the authors distilled the m ajor
components of many systems into a layered architecture outlined in Figure 2-1.
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technologies adhere to the layered struc
ture, many loosely follow its design pattern. For example, the implementation

Figure 2-1: Layered software architecure of the Microsoft Surface abstracts all but
outlined by Echtler et al. [4] © 2008 As- the widget layer m d some of the inter_
sociation for Computing Machinery, Inc.
Reprinted by permission.
polation layer. By exposing the widget
and interpolation layers, Microsft allows
users to develop applications th a t are portable between the current Microsoft Surface
® and the new Microsoft Surface ® Version 2.0.
Another implementation of the multi-touch stack can been seen with the Commu
nity Core Vision (CCV) project run by the Natural User Interface group [8]. CCV
is a collection of applications which can closely map to each of the different layers of
the multi-touch software architecture. First, the package has a set of software drivers
that can be used to communicate with user provided hardware, such as cameras or
resistive touch panels, represented by the Hardware Abstraction Layer (HAL). From
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the HAL, data is then processed and turned into a d a ta abstraction for each point
of contact. In the most common case, CCV uses image processing to generate the
contact information, which is an example of the Transformation Layer. Once the
contact information has been generated, it is passed to the CCV’s Application Layer.
The Interpolation and Widget layers are where CCV, Microsoft Surface and most
other implementations differ by incorporating both layers into a single Application
Layer. In both cases, the Interpolation and Widget layers are contained within each
individual application, while still maintaining some separation.

2.2

Touch Interactions vs. M ouse Interactions

During the development of many touch based interactions, comparisons were made
between the new interfaces and traditional mouse based interfaces. One example by
Sears et al. focused on target selection with touch based interfaces and a mouse
interface [25]. In Sears et al.’s study, selection times for targets of different sizes
were tested for two touch based input methods and a standard mouse device. The
two touch interfaces consisted of a stabilized and non-stabilized input m ethod. The
primary difference between these two interfaces was the behavior when the user’s
finger was in contact with the screen. For the non-stabilized method, when the point
of contact first touched the screen, the location was passed to the application. For
the stabilized method, once contact had been made with the screen the user had the
ability to adjust their selection providing finer motion control.
Along with measuring the timing of user selections, the authors collected error
rates and user satisfaction ratings. The results of their study can be seen in the
following tables and charts.
First, Table 2.1 and Figure 2-2 show the tim ing results of Sears et al. user study.
The data shows a trend, as Sears et al. hypothesised, that the larger the target
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Mouse
Stabilized Touchscreen
Non-Stabilized Touchscreen

Target
32
3.13
(1.28)
1.83
(0.37)
1.86
(0.45)

Size (Pixels per
4
16
3.47* 4.97
(1.60) (1.98)
1.98
4.27
(0.33) (1.27)
1.93
4.57
(0.47) (1.65)

side)
1
6.08*
(1.87)
11.78
(4.42)
12.28
(4.95)

Table 2.1: Mean selection time (in seconds) per target (standard deviation in paren
theses). (* p <0.05) from Sears et al. [25]. Reprinted from International Journal
of Man-Machine Studies, 34 /4, Sears, Shneiderman, High precision touchscreens:
design strategies and comparisons with a mouse, 593-613, Copyright (1991), with
permission from Elsevier

Hon-Stabilized
~ Touchscreen
^ Stabilised
Touchscreen

Mouse

32

16

4

1

Target Size (Pixels per side)

Figure 2-2: Selection time for four target sizes and three selection m ethods from Sears
et al. [25]. Reprinted from International Journal of Man-Machine Studies, 34 /4,
Sears, Shneiderman, High precision touchscreens: design strategies and comparisons
with a mouse, 593-613, Copyright (1991), with permission from Elsevier

the faster a user was able to make a selection. There was a significant difference
(p<0.05) between the mouse selection times and the two touch interfaces for targets
with 16 and 1 pixel(s) per side. Additionally, the results did not show any significant
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difference in selection time between stabilized and non-stabilized touchscreen input
methods.
The error results are shown in Table 2.2 and Figure 2-3.

Also as the author

hypothesised, the error rate for the mouse was lower than both touchscreen m ethods
and that the non-stabilized touchscreen was more error prone th an the stabilized
version. Both error results were significant (p<0.05) for the non-stabilized touch
screen for targets with 4 pixels per side and both touch inputs for 1 pixel per side.

Mouse
Stabilized Touchscreen
Non-Stabilized Touchscreen

Target
32 .
0.08
(0.15)
0.03
(0.06)
0.02
(0.06)

Size (Pixels per
4
16
0.06
0.08
(0.12) (0.18)
0.05
0.35
(0.10) (0.58)
0.06
0.77*
(0.15) (0.60)

side)
1
0.50
(0.68)
1.53*
(1.08)
4.38*
(0.62)

Table 2.2: Mean number of errors per target (standard deviation in parentheses). (* p
<0.05) from Sears et al. [25]. Reprinted from International Journal of Man-Machine
Studies, 34 /4, Sears, Shneiderman, High precision touchscreens: design strategies
and comparisons with a mouse, 593-613, Copyright (1991), with permission from
Elsevier

Mouse
Mean User
Preference Raiting

7.5
(1.7)

Stabilized
Touchscreen
6.7
(1.9)

Non-Stabilized
Touchscreen
1.9*
(1.5)

Table 2.3: Mean user preference ratings for three selection devices (standard devia
tion in parentheses). (* p <.05) from Sears et al. [25]. Reprinted from International
Journal of Man-Machine Studies, 34 /4, Sears, Shneiderman, High precision touch
screens: design strategies and comparisons with a mouse, 593-613, Copyright (1991),
with permission from Elsevier
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Finally, the subjective d ata shown in Figure 2-3 shows a trend th a t the subjects
preferred the mouse over the stabilized touch screen and significantly (p<0.05) pre
ferred either the mouse or stabilized touchscreen over the non-stabilized touch screen.
Mean Error Ratos por ta rg e t
Non-Stabilize<j
Touchscreen

4 -

Errors
per
Target
Stabilized
Touchscreen
Mouse
32

16

4

1

Target Size (Pixels per side)

Figure 2-3: Error rates for four target sizes and three selection m ethods from Sears et
al. [25]. Reprinted from International Journal of Man-Machine Studies, 34 /4 , Sears,
Shneiderman, High precision touchscreens: design strategies and comparisons with a
mouse, 593-613, Copyright (1991), with permission from Elsevier

In a similar study, Forlines et al. investigated user interaction comparing touch
screen input with mouse input for larger targets while taking distance into account
[7]. The results from Forlines et al.’s study agree with Sears et al.’s study. Having
learned from the work by Sears et al., our experiments used targets 16 pixels per side
or greater. Forlines et al. also reviewed the error rate with relation to the distance
from the user. When the target was within 300 pixels of the user, the error rate was
significantly less than the same distance with the mouse. When reaching 400 pixels
and beyond, the error rates of touch increased faster in comparison to the mouse error
rates.
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2.3

Errors

Many studies have mentioned the existence of errors due to interfaces. One of the
most common occurrences involved properties of using a finger as an input device.
Many authors [7, 6, 17, 18, 25, 26. 28] have noted that the finger can be a very
inaccurate method of selection, commonly referred to as the “Fat Finger” problem.
The primary cause of the fat finger problem is the surface area that is in contact with
the input device during interactions. The “Fat Finger” problem accounts for a large
percentage of selection errors for small targets [6, 25, 28].
A difficulty related to the “Fat Finger” problem was also presented by Forlines et
al. [6]. A similar issue was that users had difficulty locating targets th a t were close to
the subject. There axe several possible explanations for users having difficulty finding
targets close to them ranging from occlusion by the hand or arm to the ability of the
user to see more context the further they are looking. Either of these explanations
would help support the claim of difficulty locating targets close to the user and should
be taken into account when designing interfaces.
Another common source of error when trying to select targets on a touch-screen
based device is what is termed “Lift Off Error” [25]. Lift off error is a result of a user’s
finger being removed from the touch-screen and in the process either moving his/her
finger or not having the center of the user’s finger be the last point in contact w ith the
display. When lift off error occurs, the system processing touches may interpret the
finger being lifted off the display as a movement before it is able to process the contact
removal. Lift off errors usually results in small objects not exhibiting the expected
behavior, or in the case of movement, objects not being in the desired location after
the interaction is completed.
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2.4
2.4.1

User Interface Design
D esign Suggestions to F acilitate U se

When making good user interfaces, there are a number of factors th a t should be
taken into consideration. One aspect of interface design, that can affect an.interface
in terms of usefulness and acceptance, is the ability for users to identify acceptable
gestures just by exploring the interface [28]. An example of gestures th at can be
discovered by exploration would be pinching to zoom on many sm art phones and
tablet computers. If users are able to learn a m ajority of the gesture vocabulary
without prompting, they feel a sense of accomplishment and are more willing to
experiment with new interactions.
Another important aspect to pay attention to is the size of all components in the
interface in relation to the overall screen size, the size of the pixels (or dot pitch) and
the size of a finger. When dealing with large screens, subjects are more likely to have
difficulty locating targets that are close to them with a similar size to their finger [6].
Also the users may experience difficulty if the targets are far away and are very small
or otherwise difficult to see.
2.4.2

D esign C onsiderations for D ecreasing U ser Fatigue

Physical strain caused by using an interface is very important to be aware of,
especially when dealing with interfaces th at are intended for extended periods of use
such as keyboards or pointing devices. Forlines et al. noted th at with direct touch,
while the users were faster and more satisfied with the interactions, arm fatigue was
much more common [6]. In contrast, when using relative pointing, the users were less
satisfied with performance, but also experienced less fatigue. Although Forlines et al.
work was done with large up-right screens, it suggests that restricting the reaching
required for the interaction may decrease strain to the user.
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Wang et al. reviewed an informal user study in regards to their multi-touch wall
[28]. They noted that users experienced fatigue in their arms more quickly when
interacting with the vertical plane. Also observed in Wang et al. study was how
many hands the users had in contact with the interface at the same time.

The

researchers mentioned that a majority of the users preferred to use one hand as much
as possible, only relying on their second hand when needed. In addition to the vertical
devices, Forlines et al. went on to explore how horizontal devices could also induce
fatigue if the subject had to reach a long distance, or interact with the input device
for extended periods [7].

2.4.3

D esign C onsiderations for Increasing U ser Satisfaction

When trying to design user interfaces, user satisfaction should be one of the most
important factors to consider. If the users are not able to understand the interactions
or get confused while using the interface, they will lose interest or become frustrated.
Wang et al. identified two elements for good interface design while working with
their vertical wall touch screen [28]. First, users avoid interfaces th at require a lot of
effort to use. An example of an interface requiring a lot of effort is moving objects
on a screen a long distance. To avoid long distance movements, another group of
researchers have developed relative pointing methods such as the HybridPointing
interface [6]. The second element the authors listed was the ability for users to
identify the applicable gestures for each interface. Identifying applicable gestures
could be based off of previous experience with computer interface technologies such
as mice and keyboards or previous experience with real world objects such as building
blocks and writing utensils.
Shneiderman performed extensive research into user interface design for both
touch based and traditional computer systems [26]. Following the user studies, re
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suits were distilled from both the subjective and recorded data. The following list is
a collection of positive reports from Shneiderman’s subjects:
• The mystery of a new interface is exciting for new users.
• It is fun to learn how to use intuitive interfaces.
• Many users are excited to show off new and easy to use interfaces to novice
users.
• If interfaces have advanced features, they should be separated from the basic
set and not required for casual use.
• After users have reached a competency with the basic features they are eager
to learn the more complex features.
Shneiderman also compiled a list of requirements for a well designed interface.
First, continuous representation of the objects and/or action of interest helps the
user by reducing the information they have to remember while working. Interactions
should be based on buttons and physical actions rather than complicated syntax.
Finally, the interface should allow rapid interactions which are also easily reversible,
reducing the impact of a mistake or missing a target.

2.5

Tangible User Interfaces

One major advantage of the Microsoft Surface over other systems is the ability to
incorporate tangible objects into its applications very easily. In addition to small user
studies done with the Microsoft Surface, previous research has been done focusing on
tangible objects to aid touch based interactions.
One example of tangible interfaces with touch input was explored by M aher et
al. [18]. During Maher et al.’s study, users were asked to design a layout for a
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room. Recordings of the experiment were reviewed and all actions were categorized
using a system the researchers created. After analyzing the data, the conclusion was
drawn that users would experiment more with layouts when using a tangible interface
compared to a touch screen. Users also reported that they preferred using the tangible
interface in place of the touch method.
Another tangible user interface reviewed was the HybridPoint by Forlines et al.
[6]. The HybridPoint interface was designed to reduce the fatigue of the user and
decrease the time required for interactions. The name of Forlines et al.’s interface
was derived from its the two input methods. F6r close targets users could have used
direct touch where the tip of the input device was the selection point. The other
method was relative touch, which could be used like a mouse to move to the extent of
the user’s reach and then picked up and moved again to reach further away. Picking
up the device and moving it is very similar to using a mouse to move across a large
screen. One important finding from the HybridPoint study was for screen sizes less
than 1892 pixels on any side direct touch resulted in a faster completion time and a
less frustrated user. The screen size was im portant to note for the Microsoft Surface,
which has a maximum resolution of 1024 by 768 pixels.
Finally, the Haptic Tabletop Puck by M arquardt et al. was explored [20]. The
Haptic Tabletop Puck used a wooden block as an input and output device for a
touch based surface. When users positioned the device over a point on the screen,
an actuator would change the height of a dowel in the block.

One use case for

the Haptic Tabletop Puck given in the paper was a topographical m ap exploration
program. When the user selected a point on a terrain, the dowel would be raised to
a representation of the height on the map. Users could then drag the puck across the
map and the dowel height would change with respect to the new location. During
the development of Marquardt et al.’s puck interface the size of the device (69x69x40
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mm) was deemed acceptable by a pilot study. The Haptic Tabletop Puck’s size was
similar in size to a hockey puck (76x25 mm) which was explored in the user studies
presented later.

2.6

User Interfaces

The following sections are short reviews of two different user interfaces which
which have been considered for possible implementation in the user studies to follow.
2.6.1

A lpha Slider

The Alpha Slider by Ahlberg et al. was the starting point for the two user studies
that follow [2]. The authors had implemented new slider based interfaces in a G raph
ical User Interface (GUI) for a traditional workstation. In order to test these new
input methods, a study was designed to have users select specific pieces of d ata from
a large data set, in Ahlberg et al.’s case movie titles.
2.6.2

D ata V isualization Slider

The D ata Visualization Slider explored by Eick was a promising m ethod of dis
playing the distribution information for data in a given set [5]. The addition of a
distribution of the full data set was not implemented due to the uniform distribution
of the data through the entire dataset used for each experiment. If the interfaces
explored later are used for any applications using non-uniform d ata distributions, the
ideas presented in Eick’s work may decrease the selection time if the d a ta distribution
is not uniform.

2.7

Training of Users

As mentioned before, one of the user studies performed was modeled after the
work by Ahlberg et al. [2]. The authors noted that an important p a rt of obtaining
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justifiable results was giving the subjects practice with all interfaces, new or old.
Ahlberg et al.’s suggestion was also supported by Sears et al. for their direct touch
experiment [25]. Both of the papers noted that users who had more experience with
the interface were better at the interaction overall. Both Ahlberg et al. and Sears et
al. also note that even if an interface was new, a short exposure to a new interface
with the ability to ask questions or get feedback could improve performance.

2.8

Estim ating Cognitive Load

The cognitive load of a user cannot be quantified as a single number, but there
has been work which suggests it is possible to estim ate relative cognitive load of a
user by comparing different measures for different tasks. Ikehara et al. cover several
possible methods for estimating the cognitive load of a user by physiological sensors
[11]. Our lab had the ability to measure four of these methods: pupil size, blink rate,
skin conductivity and heart rate. All four methods could be used to estim ate real time
cognitive load either at the time of the experiment or when compared to recorded
data. Ikehara et al. also mention th at subjective rating scales can also provide a
measure of cognitive load. While not real time, subjective rating scales can be used
to estimate the cognitive load for a collection of tasks. One example of subjective
rating scales is the NASA-TLX assessment [10]. NASA-TLX uses a series of questions
and weighting to determine rank and weight of user perceptions. A t the end of the
assessment a single number is given as an estimate of their cognitive load for a task.
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C H A PT E R 3
A PPR O A C H

3.1

Phases of the Research

As stated in the introduction, the research covered in the following chapters ex
plore the benefits of using tangible user interfaces when reviewing time-coded and
geocoded data on a touch based display. Our primary goal was to explore any pos
sible advantages or disadvantages when using tangible user interfaces in conjunction
with mapping technologies on a touch based display. The research was divided into
four phases:
1. Development of two new interfaces
2. Development of the testing applications
3. Experiment with human subjects, and
4. Analysis of the resulting data.

3.2
3.2.1

Developm ent o f Two N ew Interfaces
U ser Interface Control R equ irem ents

Developing a user interface th at was appealing to most users was a difficult task.
To do so, many aspects were taken into account. Section 2.4 discussed various a t
tributes of both good and bad interface designs. The following sections outline the
important attributes th at were considered when designing the user new interfaces
below.
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3.2.1.1

C o arse a n d F in e M o tio n C o n tro l

Smith et al. noted th at user interfaces designed to interact with data sets should
have three different speeds of navigation [27]. The three speeds as defined in Smith
et al.’s paper paper are listed in Table 3.1. To reduce the complexity of the interfaces
used for both experiments, only two different control methods were implemented for
each interface while ensuring all three movement types were available.
Table 3.1: Movement types for user interfaces that explore large d ata sets
effectively. [27]
M ovem ent T y p e
Gross Movement
Moderate Movement
Fine Movement

D e sc rip tio n
Very large jumps through the list
Control over position, achieved through a
elosed-loop feedback process
Movement by single items

First, the coarse motion control method for all interfaces, including the control,
was implemented using a “scrubber” type interface. Scrubber interfaces are common
in many computer applications. Examples of scrubbers include scroll bars and some
web elements such as YouTube’s ® video time controls. Scrubbers have the ability
to jump long distances, as required by gross movement and the ability to scroll at a
slower rate as required by m oderate movement.
The second method of motion was referred to as fine motion control. For both of
our experiments, fine motion incorporated part of moderate movement and all of fine
movement. For the fine motion control, users have the ability to move a single d ata
point in either direction, fulfilling the fine movement requirement and more th an one
data point to fulfill the requirement of moderate movement. The interface sections
below will discuss how both coaxse and fine motion control were implemented in more
detail.
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3.2.2

Control Interface

The control interface was created with the default Microsoft Surface “SurfaceSlider” with one default “SurfaceButton” control to its the left and right. A screen
shot of control interface can be seen in Figure 3-1. In the center of the figure, the
horizontal line with the circle was the “Scrubber” portion of the control interface. As
described in Section 3.2.1.1, the scrubber interface was implemented in a way th at
users can navigate data quickly or at a moderate pace depending on the speed of the
users finger. For the fine motion control, the buttons on either side of the scrubber
were used. When users tapped either button, the data selection would move one point
up or down when the right or left were pressed respectively. If a user held down either
button, the interface would begin to iterate through the data points at an increas
ing rate until a maximum of 20 data points per second. The fast scrolling feature
allowed users to get achieve moderate movement in addition to the fine movement
from tapping.

Figure 3-1: A screen shot of the control user interface.

Shneiderman’s guidelines were also considered for the control interface [26]. First,
user interfaces should continually represent its state. State was displayed by using
the circle on the horizontal line of the scrubber.

As the user traversed through

the data, the circle would moVe to show the current location within the d a ta set.
Second, all interactions for the control interface were directly related to the elements
of the interface. The users did not have to perform any complex gestures in order to
manipulate the data. Finally, every change made to the interface was easily reversible.
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For example, if the user had scrubbed too far through the data, they were able to
easily move their finger backwards. The fine motion control portion of the control
interface was also reversible, if the subjects were pressing the buttons and passed the
desired point in the data set, pressing the opposite button would move them in the
other direction.
3.2.3

Physical Puck Interface

The physical puck interface was the result of an iterative process to develop a new
method for interacting with sequential data sets. The primary purpose of the physical
puck interface was to include a tangible object as part of the user interface. Most user
interfaces for interacting with sequential data sets maintain some state information in
its presentation. For example the control interface displayed its state by moving the
circle on the slider section of the interface. In some tangible interfaces, like switches
and many knobs, state information is stored in the interface itself. Other forms of
tangible interfaces can be stateless such as free spinning dials. For the purpose of
these experiments, a stateless tangible object is required. A hockey puck was selected
to represent a stateless tangible dial. By using the hockey puck interface, the user
interface could be reset programmatically after each question w ithout needing the
tangible object to change.
The Microsoft Surface’s ability to recognize tags allowed a hockey puck to be an
effective input device. To track the puck, a tag sticker was placed in a way th a t it
was in contact with the screen. While exploring the Surface’s tag tracking support, it
was determined th at the tags are tracked best when it was the only part of interface
in contact with the display. Testing of the new interfaces also showed th at if the tag
was placed as close to the center of the object as possible, the tag acted as a pivot
which the puck rotated around. Figure 3-2 shows the bottom of the puck th a t was
used for all participants in both experiments.
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Figure 3-2: The underside of the hockey puck showing the Surface Tag.

The tag tracking functionality providers developers with a set of messages about
the object(s) being tracked. First, the “contact down” message was created whenever
a tagged object was first tracked by the Microsoft Surface. The most common message
was the “contact changed” message. Whenever the surface was able to notice th at
the position or orientation of the tag has changed, the “contact changed” message
was passed to the application along with both the new position and orientation of the
tag. The position information passed were the X and Y coordinates referencing the
upper-left corner of the screen. Included in the “contact changed” message was the
orientation of the tag in relation to the surface. The 0° reference occurred when the
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tags value, “40” in the case of Figure 3-2, was upright as seen by the surface sensing
system below the screen. The possible values of the orientation were the range from
from 0° inclusive to 360° exclusive. When the tag was rotated to the right, the values
increased and when rotated to the left the orientation value decreased, resetting to
360° when passing the 0° point. The final message passed for a tag was the “contact
up” message which occurred when the surface was not able to locate the tag.
All of the messages described above were consumed by the software associated
with the Physical Puck interface. When the “contact down” message was sent, the
graphical portion of the user interface, seen in Figure 3-3, was displayed surrounding
the device. Each time the “contact changed” message was received, the graphical
interface would either change position based on the x and y location or the yellow
line which, indicated the location within the d ata set, would change if there was a
change in the orientation of the puck. Finally, when the “contact up” message was
received, the graphical portion of the display would be removed from the screen.
3.2.3.1

Coarse M otion Control

To ensure th at the physical portion of the physical puck interface was stateless,
the coarse motion element for the interfaces was fulfilled with a touch interface. The
upper half of the puck had a semi-circular scrubber positioned above it. Figure 3-3
shows the graphical element used for the Physical Puck interface. To ensure th a t the
length of the scrubber element was not a factor for the data analysis, the center of
the arch’s length was matched to the length of the scrubber in the control interface.
Figure 3-4 shows how the scrubber element was incorporated into the final Physical
Puck Interface. 3-4 also shows the final element of the Physical Puck interface, a
yellow line as an indicator of the current selected time. The yellow indicator showed
the selected position in the data set and provided the Physical Puck interface’s m ethod
for coarse motion.
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Figure 3-3: The coarse motion user interface for both Physical and Virtual Puck"
interfaces.

To use the coarse motion of the interface, the user placed their finger on or near
the yellow line and then moved around the display. The act of placing a finger on
the yellow line “grabbed” the indicator. Once the indicator had been “grabbed” ,
users were then able to change its position by moving their finger around the screen.
Throughout the motion of the users finger, the indicator would move as if it was part
of a line segment from the users finger to the center of the puck. If a user moved
their finger below the scrubber element, the indicator would remain in the last valid
location. For example, if the user scrubbed all the way to the left “12 AM” and
then continues below the interface, the indicator will remain at “12 AM” . W hen the
user wanted to stop scrubbing, removing their finger from the display would stop the
indicator at the last valid indicated position. In some cases, “Lift Off Error” occurred,
resulting in the indicator moving to an undesired position. Dependent upon the user’s
preference and the movement caused by the error, users could initiate another coarse
motion interaction or switch to the fine motion control for the correction.
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Figure 3-4: The completed Physical Puck Interface.

In the development of the scrubber interface, only a 180° arch was selected to
allow possible expansion. In future work, other controls could be added to the same
interface which could reside in the lower half of the interface.
3.2.3.2

Fine M otion Control

The hockey puck provided fine motion control for Physical Puck interface. Our
intention was to create an interface th at was not only easy to use but intuitive. When
users wanted to use fine motion control, they rotated the puck in whichever direction
they were interested in traversing data. For example, to go later in time, a user
rotated the puck to the right, and to go earlier in time, the puck could be rotated
to the left. Using the physical object as an interface component allowed the subjects
to use more than one finger to manipulate the interface. Having more th an one
method to interact with the device may have provided users a more natural feeling
of interaction depending on their preferences.
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When a user turned the puck, the interface’s software controller determined when
the selected data point changed. During the development of the Physical Puck inter
face, an angle of 7.5° between data points was selected. 7.5° was determined through
analysis of log data and an informal user study. Out of all testing 7.5° had the most
natural feel when scrolling through a large amount of data. Informal user studies
before the experiment found th a t subjects could get within 30 points of the desired
data point using the coarse motion interface. Using 7.5° per d ata point results in 48
data points per rotation of the puck and, in many cases less than one rotation of the
puck after coarse movement to reach the desired location. Also during the testing,
there were some cases where a rotation of one to two degrees occurred when releasing
the puck. W ith 7.5° per data point, liftoff rotation error was greatly reduced.
3.2.3.3

M ovem ent

One shortcoming of the fine motion control portion of the Physical Puck interface
was the amount of screen space that was consumed when it was being used. The
Mapping Application took advantage of the screen size by using as much of the
display as possible. During some questions, the interface occluded sections of the
screen which had useful information. To permit the application to use all of the
display while not occluding portions of the view the puck could be moved around the
screen. When the puck was moved, the rest of the interface moved along with it. By
allowing movement of the interface, any occlusion th a t occurred could be resolved by
changing the location of the interface.

3.2.3.4

D esign R equirem ents

In Shneiderman’s work, three requirements for user interfaces were presented
which the Physical Puck interface includes [26]. First, the Physical Puck provided a
constant representation of the interfaces state by using the yellow line in the scrubber
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section of the interface. The yellow line continuously showed the region of the selec
tion within the full 24 hour data set. Second, all interactions w ith the Physical Puck
interface were click and drag, rotation or movement based. To use the Physical Puck
interface, the user did not have to learn any complicated gestures or syntax. Finally,
all actions taken by the user are easily reversible. If the user scrubbed too far past
the desired point they could move the scrubber back, if they went past the desired
point with the puck they can simply rotate the other direction.
3.2.4

V irtual Puck Interface

After creating the Physical Puck interface, we determined th a t only testing against
the control interface was not sufficient. W ith th e drastic change in the look and usage
between the control and Physical Puck interface, a third interface was created th a t
was similar in design to the Physical Puck and used only direct touch. To fulfill the
requirements, the Virtual Puck interface was created. Figure 3-5 shows the completed
Virtual Puck interface.
The primary difference between the Virtual Puck interface and the Physical Puck
was the removal of the hockey puck which was replaced by a grey circle. W hen
switching from the hockey puck to a grey circle, two changes were made.

First,

the visual representation for the fine motion control was amended to include visual
markers. The blue circle at the edge of the grey circle was added to give the user a
visual cue for the orientation of the interface. The addition of the blue circle took
the place of any scratches or other markings on a physical object. In addition to the
blue dot there was a black dot at the center of the grey circle. If a user was quickly
spinning the interface or lost focus and crosses the center of the interface, the system
would register th at the interface had rotated 180°. In most cases skipping 180° was
an unwanted result. The addition of the black dot was intended to provided another
visual cue to prevent users triggering the unwanted jumps.
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Figure 3-5: The completed Virtual Puck Interface.

The second major change made was the addition of a gesture to move the interface
around the display. In contrast to the Physical Puck interface, using one finger on the
Virtual Puck interface to move it would result in the selected value changing rather
than moving the interface it self. A gesture of two fingers inside the grey circle was
used to initiate any movement. Once the movement was started, both fingers had
to remain in contact with the display until the interface was at the desired location.
When the movement was completed, the user could then remove both fingers and the
interface would be fixed in th at location until another move event was started.
Other than the method to move a control, all the requirements set by Shneiderman
are fulfilled in the same way for the Virtual Puck as they were for the Physical Puck.
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The gesture to move the interface was more complicated but it was still fairly simple
and did not require much thought after it had been learned. We argue th at the new
gesture was not considered complicated and that Shneiderman’s requirements were
upheld.

3.3

Development of th e Testing Applications

For the two experiments in the following work, two different applications were
created to test different types of user interactions. First, an application for exploring
time-coded and geocoded d ata was created which, provided questions for its users
to answer about vehicles traversing a fictitious map. Going forward, the time-coded
and geocoded data application will be referred to as the “Mapping Application” .
The second application was designed to redirect the users gaze to a second screen
in an attem pt to use an eye tracking system to follow their gaze and to track the
subjects pupil diameter. The second application was be referred to as the “Numbers
Application” . The two following sections will describe both applications in detail.
3.3.1
3.3.1.1

D evelopm ent o f th e M apping A p plication
A pplication O verview

As mentioned before, the Mapping Application was designed specifically to test
the new user interfaces and how they could be used to review time-coded and geocoded
data. A map was displayed and the user was asked to answer a question based on the
track that a “vehicle” or a set of “vehicles” traversed. For each question there was at
least one and sometimes two vehicle tracks displayed on the map and only one correct
answer. Each individual track was in continuous motion for one period of time during
each task. For example, if a track was in motion from 10:20 am to 11:32 am the track
would not change position at any other time during the task. Four different question
types were selected to test tasks with different requirements. The question design and
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creation will be explained in later sections. For each interface tested, a total of three
questions of each type were presented to the users, one being a practice question and
two that were used for the analysis later. All questions were presented in a predefined,
pseudo-random order th at was maintained across all subjects. Finally, the order of
presentation of the interfaces was counterbalanced to mitigate the learning effect for
the application. The following sections will go into more detail on each of the m ajor
aspects of Mapping Application’s implementation.
3.3.1.2

M apping A p plication

The goal of the Mapping Application was to implement a mapping system for a
touch based display. For the Mapping Application, a mocked up street system was
used to simplify both the creation of vehicle tracks and to remove any possibility th at
a user might have previous knowledge of the given map. Unlike common mapping
applications such as Google M aps® , Bing M aps® or Open Street Maps, we were
not interested in being able to resize, rotate or in any way change the display of
the map. By limiting the need to manipulate the map itself, the background image,
shown in Figure 3-6, was a fixed graphic which filled the entire display and could not
be changed by the end user during the experiment.
To present the tasks to and accept answers for each task, a separate popup window
was created. As seen in Figure 3-7, the popup window had the question at the top and
a “Start” button at the bottom. When pressed, the “S tart” button would both initiate
the timing for each task and dismiss the question panel. When the popup window was
opened to answer the question provided, the possible answers were displayed below
the question. Before the user selected an answer, the “Answer” button was disabled.
Figure 3-8 shows how the question popup window appeared after the user’s answer
had been selected. When the user had selected their answer, pressing the “Answer”

Figure 3-6: The mocked up grid based street pattern used for the Mapping Applica
tion.

button would stop the timing for the task and present the next question, if available,
or complete the section.
To control the question window from the map screen, two buttons in the lowercenter of the screen, shown in Figure 3-9, enabled the user to recall the question
popup window for two reasons. First, if the user needed to review the question, the
green “Review” button would display the original question window as seen in Figure
3-7. Second, the red “Stop” button displayed the question popup window with the
possible answers as described above.
The final components of Mapping Application were the time indicators, located
in the lower-left and lower-right corners of the display. The time indicators displayed
the current time within the active d ata set which corresponded to th e d ata being
displayed. Figure 3-10 shows one of the two indicators as it was displayed in the ap-
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Figure 3-7: The popup window used to present each task to user.

plication. The time indicators served two purposes, first, the tim e indicators allowed
users to accurately determine what tim e an event occurred in th e active dataset.
Also, having the current selected time displayed provided users a second, more ac
curate indication of their current position within the data set for their current task.
As described by Shneiderman, these indicators were beneficial to most user interfaces
used for the application by providing constant feedback of the interfaces current state
[26].
To create a data rich environment, the sampling period of the d ata which was
displayed was set to four times per minute (once every 15 seconds). A database
was used to store the data points for easy extraction by both scripts for analysis
and the experimental application itself. The creation and storage of the application
information will be discussed in a later section.
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Figure 3-8: The popup window used to answer the question for each task. The answer
had been selected and the “Answer” button was enabled.

Figure 3-9: The popup window control buttons in the lower-center of the main screen
used to Review and Stop a question.

To easily integrate new user interfaces, an Application Programming Interface or
API, described in the next section, was implemented. The API connected the D ata
Controller to any new interfaces. The D ata Controller was a piece of software within
each application th at was responsible for maintaining the current state of the system
as well as properly filtering the requested data from the data storeage. W hen one of

Time 13Jfc30
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d.
Figure 3-10: One of the two time indicators displaying the time selected by the user.

the tasks began, the D ata Controller requested all of the data points for the specific
task. Once all of the d ata had been gathered, a separate View Controller was passed
two minutes of data prior to the current point selected. The View Controller then
displayed the points it had been passed on the application’s map. For the Mapping
Application, the View Controller only received messages from the D ata Controller.
3.3.1.3

U ser Interface A p plication P rogram m ing Interface

To ease the development of new user interfaces, the Mapping Application exposed
an API that allowed a new user interface to easily control the application in a pre
dictable way. The API also allowed the data controller in the application to pass
messages back to the interface. Table 3.2 below is a list of all messages th at are
implemented by the D ata Controller. The first row of each entry shows command
name as well as sender and receiver of the message. The final value of the first row
is the datatype of the message th at was passed. The second row of each entry is the
a short description the what the API call is used for. The description also explains
how the value of the message, if one existed, was used by either the application or
the user interface.
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C o m m an d

Sender
R eceiv er
M essage D a ta T y p e
D e sc rip tio n o f C o m m a n d A c tio n s

Initialize

Data Controller User Interface
None
Signaled the user interface to initialize itself in preparation
for being displayed.

Set Minimum

D ata Controller User Interface
Integer
Used to set the minimum possible index for the data range.

Set Maximum

Data Controller User Interface
Integer
Used to set the maximum possible index for the data range.

Paint

D ata Controller User Interface
Display Graphic Object
Signaled the user interface to display itself or to update
its current graphical representation.

Increment

User Interface
Data Controller None
Used to signal the data controller th a t the user has changed
the selected value by one in the positive direction.

Decrement

User Interface
Data Controller None
Signaled the d ata controller th a t the user had changed
the selected value by one in the negative direction.

Set Value

User Interface
D ata Controller Integer
Signaled the d ata controller th a t a user had changed the
interface’s by more than one d ata point in either direction.
A positive value would increase a negative value would decrease.

Reset

Data Controller User Interface
Integer
Signaled the the interface to reset itself to the point
that was passed.

Close

Data Controller User Interface
None
Signaled the interface th at it was no longer needed.

Table 3.2: The messages allowed messages for the Application Programming Interface
between the User Interface and the Data Controller within the Mapping Application.
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3.3.1.4

Track Creation and Storage

To create the vehicle tracks for the Mapping Application experiment, a web ap
plication was created. The application allowed the experiment designer to point and
click on the intersections of interest in the order th at they wished for the intersections
to be traversed in the data set. Figure 3-11 shows a screenshot of the web interface
to create the tracks.
ami OLD 0 2 ) m m (0.4) (03) m i
CLQ) LLJd a m a m £U)CL5) (LSi
a m (2*1) 0 2 ) a m (2.4) (23) a m
a m f3.n 0 2 ) 0 2 ) 0 4 ) a m a m
Ofi) ODOL2) (43) m ) a m t m
Track Name:
Starting Tone: j 12 00 00

L*“J
Wait Time: 60

seconds 1Add Mbit
} Cr«M « T rack

Figure 3-11: A screen shot of the vehicle track creation web application’s interface.

The creation of a track with the web tool was very simplified. First, the experi
menter selected name and a start time for each track. The time selected was when the
d ata first appeared on the screen. Once the start time and name had been entered
and the “Set” button pressed, a start point on the grid was selected. Each of the
points of the grid, shown in Figure 3-11, corresponded to an intersections in Figure
3-6 above. For example, “(0,0)” on the web interface represented the upper-left in
tersection on the grid system. Once a starting point had been selected, the interface
automatically disabled intersections th at were not in the same column or row as the
selected intersection. Disabling the intersections as described, all vehicles traveled
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on one of the streets or roads at all times. When the designer finished creating the
track, the “Create Track” button was pressed to finalize all of the selected points.
When finalizing the track, the web interface generated a data set corresponding to
the intersections selected. The new data set was made by calculating the vehicle’s
location every 15 seconds as specified earlier. The sampling frequency was selected to
two reasons. First, having 5760 data points (4 samples per minute for 24 hours) lim
ited the memory footprint for the application. By using a smaller amount of memory,
the processing time needed to change the display for each interaction was reduced,
making the application respond faster to change. Second, when a sampling period
of 4 times per minute was selected, scrolling through data appeared fluid while still
maintaining the small memory footprint.
One element of the web interface displayed in Figure 3-11 was the “Wait Tim e”
field. The wait time was implemented to allow cars to stop at intersections for a
specified number of seconds. During the development of the experiment, we deter
mined th at having cars start and stop during duration of its movement could confuse
the user so “Wait Times” were not used for any tracks in the Mapping Application
experiment.
For the Mapping Application experiment, the start times were partitioned into
four ranges outlined in Table 3.3. When a task started, each interface was initialized
to 12 PM, the center of the 24 hour time frame. The four ranges were grouped into
two sections around the center point of the time windows. The first ranges were close
to the center (10 AM and 2 PM) and the second ranges further from the center (6
AM and 6 PM). The two groups were created to ensure that the users would use the
coarse motion interface rather than just the fine motion for maneuvering to the data.
Having multiple ranges for when the task d ata started also reduced how effectively
users could predict where in the data set the vehicle would be moving. Each of the
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ranges also had a range allowance associated with them. The allowance corresponded
to a variation for the start time of a task. For example, if a question was in the 6
AM range, the actual start time could have been anywhere from 5 AM to 7 AM. The
range allowance for the 10 AM and 2 PM ranges were made smaller to ensure th a t
no data would overlap the mid point of 12 PM for any reason.
Table 3.3: D ata set start times and range allowances for the Mapping Application
Tim e
6 AM
10 AM
2 PM
6 PM

3.3.1.5

D istan ce from C enter
6 Hours
2 Hours
2 Hours
6 Hours

R an ge Allow ance
+ /- 1 Hour
+ / - 30 Min
+ / - 30 Min
+ / - 1 Hour

Q uestion D esign

Each of the unique tasks participants were asked to complete were based on a
question. Each question referenced either a single dataset or two related datasets
as described in Section 3.3.1.4. In order to evaluate different mental tasks for each
interface, four question types were used. The set of questions was designed to require
specific interactions as well as trigger specific manipulations with the interfaces. The
question templates that were selected can be found in Table 3.4.
Table 3.4: Experiment question tem plates for the Mapping Application
Q uestion #
1
2
3
4

Q uestion Form at
Did the car turn onto X road / street?
When did the car turn onto x road / street?
On what road / street did the cars pass?
How many times did the cars pass each
other?

For each question there were four factors identified which could separate one ques
tion from another. For the Mapping Application, a stationary Point of Interest (POI)
was defined as a point on the grid system, such as a street or intersection. Also a
moving POI was a specific point of time for one or more vehicles interacted with the
map or each other, an example of a moving POI was two vehicles passing each other.
In addition to POIs, it was important to evaluate how many times the question’s con
dition was met. For most questions, the number of matches was one b u t for question
type four, participants were required to count the number of matches th at occurred.
In some cases, users could quickly review the d ata to see if an event occurred,
looking for if something happened or not careful review of all provided d ata was not
necessarily required. In other cases users were expected to use fine motion control.
Table 3.5 shows a comparison of stationary and moving POIs as well as the number of
matches that the subject had to look for. Table 3.5 also includes a column indicating
which questions were intended to include at least some use of fine motion control.
Table 3.5: Question point of interest(POI) types and motion types by question type
for the Mapping Application
Q uestion
#
1
2
3
4

# o f Stationary
PO I
1
1
1
0

# o f M oving
POI
1
1
2
2

#
of
M atches
1
1
1
>= 1

R equ ires F in e
M o tio n C ontrol
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Each of the question used were broken down into basic steps as shown in Table
3.6. Each step of a question had two factors listed in the table. First is the movement
type. Smith et al. separated d ata navigation into three different movement types as
seen in Table 3.1 [27]. Smith et al. also stated th at a user interface should allow its
users to rapidly search through data while both utilizing minimal screen space and
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the ability to select a single item. These principles were applied to the design of
the interfaces in Section 3.2. For both experiments, the interfaces were reduced to
two control methods by incorporating gross and portions moderate movement into the
same section of the interface, relying on the user to alter their movements accordingly.
The second factor states if all of the d ata for a vehicle’s track had to be reviewed in
order to find the correct answer. Unlike the first three question types, reviewing all
of the data for the fourth question is crucial to ensure that the correct answer was
found.
Table 3.6: Question steps by question type for the Mapping Application.
Q uestion
Type
1

2

3

4

Step

M ovem ent T yp e(s)

a) Find the dataset
b) Find when car location =
provided location
c) Answer multiple choice
a) Find the dataset
b) Match the car to the
given location
c) Answer multiple choice
a) Find the dataset
b) Match the location of the
two cars
c) Answer multiple choice
a) Find the dataset
b) Count the number of
passes
c) Answer multiple choice

Gross / Moderate
Gross / Moderate

R eview
A ll D a ta
No
No

N/A
Gross / Moderate
Fine

N /A
No
No

N/A
Gross / Moderate
Fine

N /A
No
No

N/A
Gross / Moderate
Fine

N /A
No '
Yes

N/A

N /A

To simplify the processing and the analysis of the experiment data, we tried to
create tasks with similar steps. The first step of each question type was to find the
dataset from within the full timeframe.

The process of finding the d ata did not

require the participant to pinpoint a PO I accurately so it was be classified as gross or
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moderate movement. Also, the final step of each question was to answer a multiple
choice question. The multiple choice step did not involve interaction with the d a ta set,
so no movement type was associated with it. The only difference with the procedure
for each question was the middle step. The next four sections will discuss the design
for each question and how it attem pted to provoke the movement types seen in Table
3.6.
3.3.1.5.1

Q uestion T yp e 1

Did the car turn onto X road / street?

Question type 1 was designed to test the participants ability to quickly scroll
through data and determine if an event occurred or not. Assuming th a t the partici
pant was able to manipulate the d ata at a moderate speed the answer of the question
would have been apparent without requiring much, if any, fine control. Additionally,
if the participant did not move too quickly through the data, there would not have
been a need to scroll back through any of the data. Question type 1 required the
user to match one moving POI, the vehicle, to one stationary POI, the street or road.
During the Mapping Application experiment, the vehicle would only travel on the
given road or street once. The possible answers for questions type 1 were ”Yes” and
” No” .
3.3.1.5.2

Q uestion T yp e 2

When did the car turn onto x road / street?

Question type 2 was designed to test the participants ability to use the gross/m oderate
movement to get near a POI and then use the fine control to locate the exact POI.
For question type 2 the POI was a point in time where the vehicle changed coarse
onto a selected street or road. Similar to question type 1, the participants had to
locate the point where the vehicle was on the requested road or street. Once a point
was found on or near the street/road of interest, the user had to use fine control to
find the exact POI. Question type 2 required that the vehicle only turned onto the
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street or road once to limit the number of answers to one. Question type 2 limited
the number of stationary PO I’s to 1, moving PO I’s to 1 and the number of matches
required to 1. The possible answers for the question type were a set of tim estam ps
with only one correct answer and all others being at least 4 d ata points (1 minute)
away from the correct answer.
3.3.1.5.3

Q uestion T yp e 3

On what road / street did the cars pass?

Unlike the previous two question types, question type 3 integrated a second ve
hicle. Another change introduced with question type 3 was the number of POIs
involved. Question types 1 and 2 required th at the user watch for a vehicle to travel
on a particular road or street. In the case of question type 4, the user had to look
for the time when two vehicles passed and then determine on which road or street
the pass occurred. As with the previous question types, there was only one correct
answer within the data set. Four possible answers were provided with only one being
correct.
3.3.1.5.4

Q uestion T yp e 4

How many tim es did the cars pass each other?

The final type of question was similar to the third, but involved no stationary
POIs. Two vehicles moved throughout the grid system and passed each other number
of times greater than or equal to one. Unlike the other question types, there was not
stationary POI. Question type 4 was designed to be an analog for other forms of data,
not just geocoded data sets. There were four choices for question type 4 with one
correct answer.

3.3.1.6

Q uestion C reation Interface

A second web application was created to aid in the creation of questions. As
seen in Figure 3-12, the question generate application had a set of options th a t the
experimenter filled out when creating a new question. First, a question type had to
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be selected. Each of the question types corresponded to one of the question types
from Section 3.3.1.5 above. For questions types 1 and 2, the “Track 2” and “Track
2 Offset” fields were not necessary and were hidden from the designer. Additionally,
for the question types 2 through 4, four option fields were presented below the “Track
2 Offset” field with the labels “Option 1” through “Option 4” . The four fields cor
responded to each of the four multiple choice answers which were displayed to the
user during the experiment. Also, a radio button was positioned to the right of each
of these fields which, when selected, was used indicated the correct answer for the
question. The “Question Text” field was where the designer entered the question th at
was displayed to the users in the question popup windows. Finally, the track(s) for
the question were selected by using the drop-down field(s) next to the “Track 1” and
if applicable “Track 2” headings. The values in the drop down were populated from
the data created by track creation tool covered in Section 3.3.1.4. If for any reason
the start time of a track was incorrect, the “Track Offset” field of either track could
be used to shift each track’s d ata points by the number of minutes in either direction.
3.3.1.7

A pplication Logging

All log messages were stored both locally and in remote database during the
Mapping Application experiment. For each log entry, there was a separate line. Each
log line consisted of a timestamp with milliseconds precession, a line identifier and a
log message. All possible types of log line identifiers and the d a ta th at was contained
in the message can be found in Table 3.7. As seen in the Table 3.7, the events recorded
relate to both finger and tagged object interactions as well as the state of the system.
All log data was written to a database to allow the experiment proctor to see in
real time how many tasks had been completed. Logging to a database also added the
ability to write specific database queries to analyze d ata by taking advantage of the
database engine rather than custom scripting.
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Figure 3-12: A screen shot of the question generation web interface for the Mapping
Application.

3.3.1.8

Interface P resen tation O rdering

To account for the learning effect, the Mapping Application was designed to pre
dictably select an order for interfaces based off of the user ID. The rem ainder of user
ID divided by the factorial of the number of interfaces was used to determine the or
der ID (3.1). From there the Order ID was used to determine the order in which the
interface appeared. The Order ID and interface presentation pattern can be found in
Figure 3.8.

O rderlD = (U se r lD ) mod (N umb er O flnter faces)!

3.3.1.9

(3.1)

U ser Training

Once the subject was in a comfortable position to use the Microsoft Surface, a
video was shown to instruct them on what they were asked to do during the experi-
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Table 3.7: Possible log lines for the Mapping Application.
L ogged E v en t
Start of Experiment
Finger Contact Down
Finger Contact Changed
Finger Contact Up
Tagged Object Contact Down
Tagged Object Contact Changed
Tagged Object Contact Up
Task Number
Selected Value
Button Presses
Answer Correctness
End of Experiment

D a ta C o n ta in e d
No Data
The x and y location of the finger
The new x and y location of the finger
No Data
The x and y location as well as the orientation
The new x location, y location and orientation
No Data
The new task number
The index selected in the d ata set when changed
The name of the button pressed
An indication if the answer selected was correct
No Data

Table 3.8: The order of interface presentation by order ID
O rd e r ID
0
1
2
3
4
5

F irs t In te rfa c e
Control
Control
Virtual
Virtual
Physical
Physical

S econd In te rfa c e
Virutal
Physical
Control
Physical
Virtual
Control

T h ird In te rfa c e
Physical
Virtual
Physical
Control
Control
Virtual

ment. The video walked the subjects through how the three section of the experiment,
one for each interface. The overview video explained th at each section started with
a training video that reviewed the features of the interface, followed by the practice
questions and then the measured experiment questions.
The bulk of the video demonstrated how one of the questions worked from start
to finish. First, the question dialog was shown, the dialog was used to provide the
question for each task. The video then went on to explain how the vehicle(s) moved
around the grid system. Finally the video explained th at when the user had found
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the answer for the given question, they had to press the “Stop” button, select the
answer and then press the “Answer” button to move onto the next question.
The training also included a trial run of the NASA-TLX assessment. Users were
asked to consider any task from their day, and answer the questions for the NASATLX assessment when considering the selected task. To aid the subjects, Appendix
C was provided as a printout.

The printout had a list of the metrics and their

definitions for the assessment. During the trial and all subsequent assessments during
the experiment, no time limit was set allowing user to complete the assessment to the
best of their ability.
3.3.1.10

Interface Training

As stated in the User Training section, before each section of the experiment, a
short video demonstrating the use of the user interface was shown. The format for
all three videos was the same to reduce any bias th a t may have been introduced by
the presentation. Each video started with an overview of the interface. The interface
overview showed users how to move quickly through the data in either direction using
the scrubber and also how to increment and decrement with the fine motion control.
When applicable to the interface, the m ethod for moving the interface around the
display was demonstrated.
The overview section was followed by a recorded demonstration of the interface
being used in an example task. The demonstration started with a question panel
showing an example question. The demonstration user pressed the “S tart” button
and then used the specific interface to locate the answer to the question. W hile the
demonstration user was looking for the answer, they went through all four m ethods
of moving through time (scrub forward, scrub backward, fine forward and fine back
ward). If the interface was able to move around the screen, the video show the gesture
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after the answer had been found. Finally, the user selected the “Stop” button, then
the answer and finally the “Answer” button to complete the task.
3.3.1.11

Q uestion P resen tation O rdering

To account for possible bias introduced by any questions, the order of presentation
was fixed independently of the interface used. For each of the four question types
defined in Section 3.3.1.5, there were two created for each section of the experiment.
Each section of the experiment had eight questions which were used for testing and
four practice questions. The questions for each section of the experiment were ar
ranged in such a way th at no two question of the same type were presented one after
the other.

3.3.2

D evelopm ent o f th e N um bers A p plication

The Numbers Application was very similar to the Mapping Application in design,
with some minor changes in how information was displayed. Unless noted below, each
of the sections in Development of the Mapping Application, Section 3.3.1, apply here
as well.
3.3.2.1

A pplication O verview

The Numbers Application was designed to test only the user interactions by using
a simplified task rather than the more difficult and varying tasks of the Mapping
Application. The design for the Numbers Application was based off of the work of
Ahlberg et al. when testing the Alpha slider [2]. The task for Ahlberg et al.’s study
was to find one entry in a list of 10,000 sorted movie titles. R ather than using a
sporadically distributed list of movie titles, we chose to use an integer list from 1 to
10,000, creating a very predictable dataset.
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3.3.2.2

N um bers A p plication

The Numbers Application was designed to allow users to find a given value within
a dataset. Two displays were used for the Numbers Application as seen in Figure
3-13. The lower, horizontal screen, was used for the user interfaces as well as sta rt
ing and stopping the timing for each task. The lower screen accepted both touch
and object input while also displaying any user interface components th at were not
physical objects. To start and stop the timing for each task, a single button located
in the bottom-center of the screen was used. The start and stop button was present
throughout the entire experiment. The upper screen was only used for output as seen
in Figure 3-14. On the upper screen there were two numbers displayed, the top black
number represented the number th at the users were asked to find and, the lower red
number which was the value that was selected. During the experiment, the users were
asked to match the red value to the black as quickly as possible.

Figure 3-13: The setup of the horizontal and vertical screens for the Numbers Appli
cation experiment.
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Figure 3-14: A screen shot of the Numbers Application’s vertical display showing the
target number in black and the selected value in red.

3.3.2.3

Task D esign

Like the Mapping Application, each task started at the center point of the total
d ata set, for the Numbers Application 5,000 was the center. Also similar to the
Mapping Application, multiple ranges around the center were defined where the target
values were located. The ranges were centered at 250, 1000 and 2000 points away
from the center with a variation of 50 points each as seen in Table 3.9.
3 .3.2.4

U ser Training

Before the first section of the Numbers Application experiment, users were in
structed on the format of the experiment. Users were told that two numbers would
appear on the upper display and th at their task was to match the lower number to
the top number as quickly as possible. When the instructions were covered, the upper
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Table 3.9: The distance from the center of the data set, the range, and the variation
for each range used when creating task for the Numbers Application.
R a n g e D ista n c e fro m 5000
2000
1000
250
250
1000
2000

R a n g e C e n te r
3000
4000
4750
5250
6000
7000

R an g e A llow ance
+ /- 50
+ /- 50
+ /- 50
+ /- 50
+ /- 50
+ /- 50

display showed the upper black and lower red numbers as 5000. Finally, users were
instructed that the button on the lower screen, which was visible to them at the time,
was used to start and stop the tasks.
3.3.2.5

In te rfa c e T ra in in g

Before each section of the Numbers Application experiment, users were instructed
on how to use the interface for th at section by the experimenter. Users were shown
how use each interface’s fine and coarse motion methods were used as well as how
to move the interface if applicable. The instructions presented were very similar to
the videos shown in the Mapping Application with the mapping specific segments
omitted.
Once the user instruction was completed, each user was presented with three
practice questions. The practice question allowed the subjects the opportunity to
explore the interface and, ask any questions they had about it’s proper use. The
practice questions involved one from each Range Distance from the center point,
listed in Table 3.9 with at least one from each side of the center point.
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3.3.2.6

Task P resen tation O rdering

The numbers that users were asked to find were selected before the experiment
and appeared in the same order for all subjects independent of user interface. Each
of the ranges had two tasks per interface for a total of 12 tasks per interface and
36 tasks for overall. No two tasks from the same range were presented one after the
other.

3.4

Experiment w ith Human Subjects

3.4.1
3.4.1.1

M apping A p plication
Subjects

To gather participants, an email was sent to the College of Engineering and Phys
ical Sciences at the University of New Hampshire requesting participants to partake
in a tangible user interface interaction study. Care was taken in gathering multiples
of six participants for each gender to allow counterbalancing within each gender.
3.4.1.2

Procedure

When the subject arrived for their scheduled experiment slot, they were asked to
fill out the consent and release form found in Appendix A. Following the consent and
release form, subjects were asked to complete th e Personal Information Questionnaire
found in Appendix B to gather demographic information and information about prior
usage of touch screens, Mapping Applications and tangible user interfaces.
Once the paperwork was completed, preparation for the experiment began. First,
subjects were instructed on the proper placement of the EKG electrodes and were
asked to use the restroom to position them. Once the subjects returned, a skin con
ductance probes were placed on middle and index finger of the subjects non-dominant
hand. The leads from both physiological measurements devices were attached to a
data logging device which was used during the experiment. To ensure th a t the place
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ment of all the probes was correct, the readings were tested by attaching the d ata
recording device to a workstation that could process the data in real time. In the
event that the data was invalid the subjects were asked to reposition the probes and
then the readings were retested until the data was viable for later analysis. Once the
probes were able to gather valid data, subjects were asked to sit at a traditional com
puter workstation. At the workstation, they were asked to complete the NASA-TLX
assessment. Every time subjects were asked to complete the NASA-TLX assessment,
the list of definitions from Appendix C was provided on paper for the subjects to
consult. After the NASA-TLX assessment was completed, subject moved to sit in
front of the Microsoft Surface which was already running the Mapping Application.
When the subject was in a comfortable position, the overview video as described in
Section 3.3.1.9 was shown to explain the experiment which was followed by a chance
to ask any questions they had. After the overview video, another video, as described
in Section 3.3.2.5, was shown explaining how to interact with the first interface. The
first interface video was also followed by a chance for the subject to ask any questions
before the questions started to appear.
After any questions had been answered, the practice section of the experiment
started with four tasks. Once all four practice tasks were completed, the subjects
had a chance to ask any new questions before moving on to the measured'questions.
Upon completion of the eight testing question, they were prompted to switch back to
the other workstation to complete the NASA-TLX assessment while considering only
the eight tasks they had just completed. When the assessment was over the subject
moved back to the Microsoft Surface and repeated the process of video, practice,
tasks and NASA-TLX two more times for the remaining two interfaces. W hen all
three sections of the experiment had been completed, users were given a second
questionnaire which covered questions about the all of the measured tasks of the
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experiment. The second questionnaire can be found in Appendix E. After the user
had completed the questionnaire, they were asked to remove the probes, were given
their compensation and thanked for their participation.
3.4.1.3

D ata Collection

Throughout the experiment, data was collected in multiple formats. As-covered
in the procedure, Section 3.4.1.2, two questionnaires were filled out by each of the
subjects. Both surveys were administered on paper and entered into a spreadsheet
after the experiment had been completed. Another subjective measure gathered was
the NASA-TLX assessment data. All NASA-TLX assessments were administered
on a computer and stored in an Excel file format. Following the experiment, the
NASA-TLX data was saved for later analysis. For all interactions during the exper
iment, the application logged data directly into a database as described in Section
3.3.1.7. Logging directly to the database ensured th at the data was available to pro
grammatic analysis later without a need for complicated parsing of log files. The
physiological d ata gathered during the experiment was recorded onto a measurement
logging device. At the start of each section of the experiment, the Mapping Applica
tion synchronized timing between itself and th e measurement logging device for the
physiological measurements which could be extracted during the analysis process.
When the experiment was completed, all data from the data logger was exported and
manually process to remove any apparent noise in the signal. Once the signal was
reviewed, the results were stored in a MATLAB format for processing later.
Video was the last form of data collected. Throughout the Numbers Application
experiment, three cameras were positioned around the room capturing different angles
of the subject and the Microsoft Surface. The first angle was a top down view. The
top down angle captured the Microsoft Surface, the subject and a minimum of one
foot around the subject to capture any movement near the interface. T he second
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angle was a camera at the subject’s eye level facing them. The eye level cameras
view also included the surface but was also useful for determined if any part of the
subject’s hand was in contact with the surface. The primary purpose of the first
two angles was to have a record of how the subject interacted w ith the display. If
there was an anomaly noticed when processing the data, the video would provide a
method for determining what occurred. Finally, the third camera was fixed to the
Microsoft Surface on the furthest edge from the user. The prim ary purpose of the
surface mounted camera was to capture when the subject blinked. If the blink rate
was captured successfully the relative cognitive load of the subject could be measured
for each of the interface types.
3.4.2
3.4.2.1

N um bers A p plication
Subjects

Unlike the Mapping Application, the Numbers Application user study was not able
to be run as a full experiment due to time constraints. In place of a full experiment, an
informal pilot was conducted with the members of the Project54 lab as the subjects.
The subject’s familiarity with the Microsoft Surface and the Interfaces being tested
varied between participants.
3.4.2.2

Procedure

The procedure for the Numbers Application study was less formal than the pre
vious experiment. When the subjects arrived, they were instructed to sit at th e
Microsoft Surface in a comfortable position th at allowed them to reach all of the hor
izontal display. Before any interaction began, the eye tracking system was calibrated
to properly track the subjects eye gaze and pupil diameter.
Following the eye tracker calibration, subjects were verbally instructed on format
of the experiment. Subjects were encouraged to ask questions about the format of the
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experiment before the interface instructions began. Next, the first user interface was
presented and demonstrated to the subject. W hen the subject was comfortable with
both the experiment and the first interface, the first three practice tasks were started.
After the practice set of tasks the 12 measured tasks were started as described in
Section 3.3.2.3. The interface demonstration, practice and then 12 tasks was repeated
two more times. Once all three sections of tasks were completed, subjects were asked
to rank the interfaces in order of preference and then based on ease of use. Finally,
subjects were thanked for their time and participation.
3.4.2.3

D ata C ollection

Like the Mapping Application experiment, the Numbers Application logged all
interaction data to a database.

The top down an user facing cameras were also

reused for the Numbers Application experiment but the surface m ounted cam era was
removed. No paper surveys were given but two verbal rankings were requested of each
subject and recorded in a spreadsheet by the experimenter for later analysis. Finally,
as a replacement for the third camera, an eye tracking system was used. The eye
tracker was positioned between the horizontal display and the upright monitor as seen
in Figure 3-13 and Figure 3-15. The use of the eye tracker in Numbers Application
study was, like the third camera in the mapping application, was intended to estim ate
the cognitive load of the interface user. The positioning of the eye tracking system
made it possible to track the subjects pupil diameter when their gaze was on the
vertical monitor. As part of the design process, the Numbers Application moved as
much of the subjects focus to the vertical display, allowing their pupils to be tracked
for as much time as possible.
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Figure 3-15: The vertical display setup for the Numbers Application also showing the
location of the eye tracker.

3.5

Analysis of the R esulting D ata

In the pursuit and investigation of our goals and hypotheses, we proposed two
between-subject studies among males and females. Both qualitative and quantitative
methods were used to analyze subject’s data. For the Mapping Application, qual
itative analysis was performed using d ata gathered from pre- and post-experiment
questionnaires concerning subject’s familiarity with touch based interfaces, mapping
technologies, tangible user interfaces and usage preferences for the applications in
both studies. For the Numbers Application, qualitative analysis was performed on
the two subjective rankings from the subjects. The quantitative analysis for both
experiments, outlined in the following section, categorized the usage of the differ
ent interfaces based on data gathered from the application logging, cameras and eye
tracking devices.
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3.5.1

A nalysis o f Q uan titative D a ta - M apping A pplication

As part of the procedure for the experiment, all data from the application logging
and the physiological recording device were converted into a format which was able to
be imported into MATLAB for further processing. A script was developed to extract
a number of different values from all of the data imported. Tables 3.10, 3.11 and
3.12 have a list of all variables extracted, the type of data and a short description of
what the value was a measurement of. One set of variables was created for every task
presented to the user. Each of the values listed were analyzed and their results will
be covered in the following chapter.
Unlike the values computed from the logged data, the information gathered by the
video cameras could not be processed using the same MATLAB script. The primary
purpose of the video was to provide a method to determine when the subject blinked.
To extract the data from the video, each video was reviewed to note the tim e of each
blink in relation to each task. We intended to enter the total number of blinks per
task into each row of the data discussed before. The results of video d a ta will be
covered in the next chapter.

3.5.2

A nalysis o f Q ualitative D a ta - M apping A pplication

After each subject’s quantitative d ata was extracted, the qualitative d ata from
both questionnaires was entered into a common spreadsheet.

In addition to the

questionnaire data, the results from the NASA-TLX assessments were appended to
the same spreadsheet. Each of the questions were analyzed independently to identify
any trends. Finally, the NASA-TLX assessment results were analyzed to determine
if any significant difference existed between the cognitive load estim ates for each
different interface.
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3.5.3

A nalysis o f Q uan titative D ata - N um bers A pplication

The variables gathered from the Numbers Application were very similar to the
Mapping Application. All physiological recordings present in the Mapping Appli
cation were omitted in the Numbers Application. W ith no d ata being recorded for
physiological measurements, all heart rate, skin conductance values could not be cal
culated and were removed. Also, the camera positioned to capture the user blinking
was removed for the Numbers Application experiment, removing the blink rate col
umn from the data.
In place of the excluded measurements, the eye tracking system added a pupil
diameter variable which was transformed into two sets of variables. First, the pupil
diameter mean was added. The pupil diameter variable was very similar to the heart
rate and was calculated by computing the mean over all valid pupil diameters for each
task and the experiment overall. The second variable added was the pupil diameter
standard deviation. The pupil diameter standard deviation was found by computing
the standard deviation of all valid pupil diameters throughout the experiment and
for each task. It was possible to extract the blink rate, but when users looked at the
horizontal display, the eye tracker logged a blink rather than loss of tracking data.
3.5.4

A nalysis o f Q ualitative D a ta - N u m bers A pplication

After the Numbers Application experiment was completed, subjects were asked
to order the user interfaces based on ease of use as well as personal preference. The
ratings were collected in a spreadsheet for further analysis.

Unlike the Mapping

Application, the NASA-TLX assessment was not given between tasks for the Numbers
Application.
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3.5.5

M eth od for A nalysis o f Q uan titative D ata

Each of the quantitative values analyzed were processed in the same way. First,
all data for one specific variable was entered into a spreadsheet to be processed. The
spreadsheet used to process the data created a data table in a format th a t could
then be used by SPSS. From the data entered, the mean and standard deviation were
computed from all of the values provided. Any values that were greater th an two
standard deviations from the mean were excluded the remaining processing. If there
was more than one data point per interface for each subject, the mean of all values
for that subject was computed. Two separate data tables are created. The first table
ordered the computed values by which interface was used while the second was the
order in which they were presented to the user. The Repeated Measures analysis of
SPSS was then used to process each set of data. Finally the d a ta was reviewed and
if possible any conclusions were drawn. The results of analysis will be presented in
the next section.
3.5.6

M ethod for A nalysis o f Q ualitative D ata

For each qualitative variable, a table was created to visually identify if any trends
was present. In the event th at a trend was present, further analysis was done based
on the trends noticed. The data analysis of the qualitative data will be shown in the
next chapter.
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V ariable N am e
Subject ID
Overall Task ID

Section Task ID

Input Method
Start Time
Start Button Time

Stop Button Time

Stop Time

Number of Reviews
Coarse
Time

Motion

Coarse Motion Tra
versed

Fine Motion Time

V ariab le D a ta T y p e
An integer greater than 0

D e sc rip tio n
The unique ID th a t was as
signed to each user.
An Integer between 1 and The ID of the task within the
36 inclusive
experiment, 1 being the first
and 36 being the last.
An Integer between 1 and The ID of the task within the
12 inclusive
section, 1 being the first and 12
being the last.
Either ‘Control’, ‘Vir The type of interface th at was
tual’ or ‘Physical’
used for the task.
Milliseconds from the The time th at the question
start of the application
popup window was first shown.
Milliseconds from the The time th a t the “Start B ut
start of the application
ton” was pressed on the ques
tion popup window.
Milliseconds from the The time th at the “Stop B ut
start of the application
ton” was pressed to display the
question popup window
Milliseconds from the The time th a t the “Answer”
start of the application
button was pressed in the ques
tion popup window.
An integer greater than The number of tim es th at the
or equal to zero
question was reviewed.
Time in milliseconds
The length of tim e th at a sub
ject used coarse motion con
trol.
An integer greater than The sum of the absolute value
or equal to 0
of all changes made with the
coarse motion control where
each 15 second d a ta point is
equal to 1.
Time in milliseconds
The length of tim e th at the
subject used to fine motion
control.

Table 3.10: A list of variable names, variable d ata types and variable descriptions for
the data extracted from the Mapping Application (Part 1 of 3)
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V ariable N am e
Fine Motion Tra
versed

V a ria b le D a ta T y p e
An integer greater
than or equal to 0

First Movement Time

Milliseconds from the
start of the applica
tion
Milliseconds from the
start of the applica
tion
Milliseconds

Last Movement Time

Motion
Time

Transition

Coarse Motion Points
Per Second

Points per Second

Fine Motion Points
Per Second

Points per Second

Total
versed

An integer greater
than or equal to 0

Points

Tra

Total Motion Time

Milliseconds

Total Time

Milliseconds

Total
Mean

Heart

Rate

Beats Per Minute

Total Heart Rate
Standard Deviation

Beats Per Minute

D escrip tio n
The sum of the absolute value
of all changes made with the
fine motion control where each
15 second data point is equal
to 1.
The time at which the first
change in the selected time was
made.
The last time the selected time
was changed.
The average time it took the
user to transition from coarse
to fine motion control or from
fine to coarse motion control
for the task.
The average number of d ata
points traversed per second
for the coarse motion control
method.
The average number of d ata
points traversed per second for
the fine motion control.
The sum of the absolute value
of all changes made where each
15 second d ata point is equal
to 1.
The length of time between the
first and last movement times
The total time from the ques
tion being shown to the “An
swer” button being pressed.
The mean of all heart rate
measurements for the experi
ment
The standard deviation of all
heart rate measurements for
the experiment

Table 3.11: A list of variable names, variable data types and variable descriptions for
the data extracted from the Mapping Application (Part 2 of 3)
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V ariab le N am e
Total Skin Conduc
tance Mean

V ariab le D a ta T y p e
Microsiemense

Total Skin Conduc
tance Standard Devia
tion
Motion Heart Rate
Mean

Microsiemense

Motion Heart Rate
Standard Deviation

Beats Per Minute

Motion Skin Conduc
tance Mean

Microsiemense

Motion Skin Conduc
tance Standard Devia
tion
Review Time

Microsiemense

Correct Answer

True or False

Beats Per Minute

Milliseconds

D e sc rip tio n
The mean of all skin conduc
tance measurements for the ex
periment
The standard deviation of
all skin conductance measure
ments for the experiment
The mean of all heart rate
measurements for the specific
task.
The standard deviation of all
heart rate measurements for
the specific task.
The mean of all skin conduc
tance measurements for the
specific task.
The standard deviation of
all skin conductance measure
ments for the specific task.
The total time the subject used
the review question popup
window, a value of 0 was pos
sible.
True if the subject selected the
correct answer to the question.

Table 3.12: A list of variable names, variable d ata types and variable descriptions for
the data extracted from the Mapping Application (Part 3 of 3)
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C H A PTER 4
EVALUATION A N D DISCUSSION

4.1
4.1.1

Mapping Application
Sum m ary

As stated in Sections 3.5.1 and 3.5.2, numerous measurements were collected
throughout the Mapping Application experiment.

The following sections will re

view the results obtained from the analysis of the previously defined variables and
some derived from one or more of the gathered values. The demographics and other
subjective data gathered before the experiment will be examined first, followed by
the data gathered from the experiment and finally the data from the post experiment
questionnaire will be reviewed. Chapter 5 has a discusses all of the results for both
applications independently and then together.
4.1.2

Pre-E xperim ent Q uestionnaire

The following sections present the analysis of the Pre-Experiment questionnaire
completed by all participants of this experiment. A copy of this questionnaire can be
found in Appendix B.
4.1.2.1

D em ographics

A total of 23 subjects took part in this experiment, 7 females and 16 males. Due to
a limited response from female participants and equipment failures, all data gathered
for the female subjects was excluded from analysis. O ut of the remaining participants,
14 subjects did not experience any equipment failures or other disturbances during
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their sessions. To counterbalance properly, only 12 subjects were required, two from
each of the experimental orders. Before analyzing any data, the decision was made
to remove the last four subjects th at participated to reduce the set of subjects to six
pairs, one pair for each trial order. Of the remaining 12 participants, the mean age
was 25.6 years of age with a standard deviation of 8.2 years. All of the participants
were either in a degree program at the University of New Hampshire or had already
completed a degree. Also, all of the remaining 12 participants were right handed.
In addition to the standard demographic information above, subjects were asked
if they had interacted with the scroll wheel navigation methods such as the control
interface for the iPod Classic (r). As anticipated, most of the subjects (8 out of 12)
had used a circular iPod Classic’s (r ) touch interface.
4.1.2.2

E xperience w ith Touch Screen Technology

Out of 12 participants, 11 had prior experience with touch screen interfaces and
9 indicated th at they used a touch screens more th an once a day at the tim e of the
experiment. Question 10 of the pre-experiment questionnaire asked the subjects to
indicate the frequency of use for a number of devices with touch screen interfaces.
Table 4.1 shows the subject’s responses for Question 10.

4.1.2.3

E xperience w ith M apping Softw are

As discussed in Chapter 3, the Mapping Application was designed to simulate
a mapping application such as Google Maps (r ), Google E arth ® or Bing M aps® .
Subjects were asked to estimate their usage of different mapping software applications.
All of the subjects indicated that they had some experience with m apping technologies
and 8 subjects indicated that they used mapping software on a regular basis. Question
14 of the pre-experiment questionnaire asked the subjects who identified as regular
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D evice

Desktop
Computer
Laptop
Computer
Cell Phone
/ PDA
Tablet
Other
(What)

M ore
than
once a
day
0

Once
a D ay

A
few
tim es a
week

O nce
a
week

Less th an
once
a
week

I d o n o t use
to u ch
on
th is d ev ice

0

0

0

0

9

1

0

1

0

1

6

7

0

1

0

0

1

1
0

0
0

0
l(C ash
Register)

0
0

2
0

6
0

Table 4.1: The number of self identified “Regular Users” of touch screen interfaces
th at indicated each frequency of use for each type of touch screen device

users of mapping software, to indicate their frequency of use for different software
mapping applications. Table 4.2 presents the responses for Question 14.
Software

Google
Maps @
Google
Earth (8)
Bing
Maps ®
Virtual
Earth ®
GIS
Other
(What)

M ore
than
once a
day
0

O nce
a D ay

a

I do n o t use
th is m ap p in g
softw are

A
few
tim es a
w eek

O nce
w eek

1

3

3

Less
than
once
week
1

0

0

0

1

7

0

0

0

0

1

1

6

0

0

0

0

2

6

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
1 (In Car
GPS)

1
0

7
0

a

0

Table 4.2: The number of self identified “Regular Users” of software mapping appli
cations that indicated each frequency of use for each mapping software application.
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Question 16 went further and asked the subjects if they had any experience with
mapping software with touch interfaces. Five of the 12 subjects indicated th at they
had used touch based mapping software. Question 17 had the subjects select how
often they used mapping software with touch interfaces on different types of devices.
Table 4.3 shows the responses of Question 17.
Software

Desktop
Computer
Laptop
Computer
Cell Phone
/ PDA
Tablet
Other
(What)

M ore
than
once a
day
0

O nce
a D ay

A
few
tim es a
w eek

O nce
a
week

Less th a n
once
a
week

I do n ot use
th is m apping
softw are

0

0

0

1

4

0

0

0

0

1

4

0

0

1

2

1

1

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0
l(G PS) l(iPad ® )

5
0

Table 4.3: The number of subjects who had used mapping software with touch screen
technology for each frequency of use per touch screen device.

4.1.2.4

E xperience w ith Tangible U ser Interfaces

The final section of the pre-experiment questionnaire was intended to gauge sub
jects experience with tangible user interfaces (TUI) when used as an input device for
a computer. Ten of the subjects indicated they they had at least some experience
with TUI computer input devices, but only four indicated that they used a TUI on
a regular basis. Question 21 asked the self identified “Regular Users” of TUIs to
indicate their frequency of use for a selected to TUIs. Table 4.4 shows the responses
for Question 21.
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Softw are

Nintendo Wii
(r ) Controller
Video Editing
Puck
Other (What)

M o re
th a n
once a
d ay
0

O nce
a D ay

A
few
tim e s a
w eek

O nce
a
w eek

Less th a n
once
a
week

I do not
use
th is
dev ice

0

0

0

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

Table 4.4: The number of self identified “Regular Users” of TUIs th a t indicated each
frequency of use for each TUI.

4.1.2.5

A n aly sis of P re -E x p e rie m n t Q u e stio n n a ire

A majority of the participants for the Mapping Application experiment had some
previous experience with touch screens, mapping software and tangible user interface
and all had a basic understanding of their operation. The subject responses in Table
4.1 indicated th at most participants familiarity with touch based interface come from
experience with touch based cell phones and PDAs. Also, the results in Table 4.3
indicated that the most common category of device used to interact with mapping
software was cellphones or PDAs for the participants of the Mapping Application
experiment. While the results of the d ata gathered from the questions of the pre
experiment questionnaire were interesting, only a small subset of the subjects did not
have any experience with the three technologies so analysis of the responses could not
be reviewed as a factor in the data to follow.
4.1.3

N A S A -T L X A ssessm en ts

Following each section of the Mapping Application experiment, the NASA-TLX
assessment was administered in an attem pt to estim ate the cognitive load of the
subject for each interface. Each assessment resulted in a single value th a t was collected
for later analysis. Due to the subjective nature of the NASA-TLX assessment, the
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values that resulted for each subject could not be compared directly between subjects.
To account of the difference between subjects, a mean value was computed for each
subject for all three assessments and the mean value was subtracted from each of the
assessment results of th at subject. The assessment results were arranged into two sets
which were then analyzed. First, each value was sorted by the type of interface used.
Second, each result was sorted by the order in which the sections were presented to
test for an order effect.
After performing the repeated measures analysis in SPSS, neither a significant
result nor a trend (p<=0.15) was found for either order of data. The null hypothesis of
all differences in NASA-TLX assessment results being the same could not be rejected.
4.1.4

B link R ate

Following the experiment, footage from the camera mounted to the display surface
was reviewed. During the analysis of the first six subjects, it was determ ined th a t
the rate which the subjects blinked usually less than once per task and in some cases,
the blinks were faster than th at camera could capture. Due to the sparse nature of
this data, it was excluded from analysis.

4.1.5

Experim ent Logging D a ta R eview

The following sections will analyze a collection of metrics th at were calculated
by using the variables presented in Section 3.5.1, Table 3.10, Table 3.11, and Table
3.12. Each of the metrics covered will be introduced by describing its meaning to
the experiment and its derivation. Next, the methods which were used for analyzing
the metric will be discussed followed by the results of the analysis.
interpretation of the results will be presented.

Finally, the
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4.1.5.1
4.1.5.1.1

M ean Overall M otion T im e
M eaning and D erivation

Mean overall motion tim e was selected to

measure the length of time for which the subjects were interacting with each of the
interfaces being tested. The mean overall motion time was computed by subtracting
the time of the last movement of any interface for the given task from the first
movement time for that task. This metric was selected to take the place of the full
task time by excluding the time it took for the subject’s hand to move from the start
button to the interface.
4.1.5.1.2

R esu lts

The Surface Slider interface was significantly slower th an the

Physical Puck interface with a mean difference of 2.6 seconds ( p = 0.008 ). The
analysis also highlighted a possible trend th at the the Surface Slider may have been
slower than the Virtual Puck interfaces. The mean difference between the Surface
Slider and Virtual Puck was 1.6 seconds ( p = 0.074 ). If the Mapping Application
experiment was conducted again and included more subjects the difference between
the Surface Slider and the Virtual Puck may become significant. The results from
the overall motion times by interface type is shown in Table 4.5.
Interface 1

Interface 2

Surface Slider
Surface Slider
Virtual Puck

Physical Puck
Virtual Puck
Physical Puck

M ean Difference
(Seconds)
2.598 ( p = 0.008 )
1.633 ( p = 0.074 )
0.965 ( p = 0.404 )

Table 4.5: The mean difference of mean motion times between each interface type as
well as the p value for each grouping.

4.1.5.1.3

D iscussion

The analysis above shows th a t there was a significant dif

ference and a possible trend between the Surface Slider and the Physical Puck and
the Virtual Puck respectively.
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4.1.5.2
4.1.5.2.1

M ean C o arse M o tio n T im e
M eaning a n d D e riv a tio n

The mean coarse motion time represents

the amount of time that a subject spent traversing the given data set while interacting
with the coarse motion method for each interface. The mean coarse motion tim e was
computed by summing the length of time for each of the coarse motion interactions
of a given task. The time of a coarse motion interaction was the difference between
the last and first movement for each coarse motion event. For each interface type, a
mean coarse motion time was computed by averaging all coarse motion interaction
times for each subject.
4.1.5.2.2

R e su lts

The repeated measures analysis by interface type resulted in

two highly significant results and one possible trend. First, the null hypotheses th a t
the coarse motion time for the Surface Slider and both the Physical, and Virtual
Pucks were the same was rejected ( p < 0.0001 ). In both cases, the Surface Slider’s
mean coarse motion time was more than 1 second longer for each task for each of the
interfaces. The trend identified from the mean coarse motion time d a ta was between
the Physical and Virtual Puck interfaces, suggesting th at the Physical Puck’s coarse
motion method may have been faster than the Virtual Puck’s by almost a half second
per task. Table 4.6 contains the results from the analysis of mean coarse motion tim e
data.
In te rfa c e 1

In te rfa c e 2

Surface Slider
Surface Slider
Virtual Puck

Physical Puck
Virtual Puck
Physical Puck

M e a n D ifference
(S econds)
1.776 ( p < 0.0001 )
1.343 ( p < 0.0001 )
0.443 ( p = 0.119 )

Table 4.6: The mean difference of mean coarse motion times between each interface
type as well as the p value for each result.
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4.1.5.2.3

D iscussion

The analysis of mean coarse motion time d ata may have

indicated that the shape of the coarse motion method for both the Physical and
Virtual Puck interfaces had a significant effect on the length of tim e th a t the subjects
interacted with the coarse motion portion of both interfaces. It was expected th at all
three coarse motion interfaces would have similar interaction lengths due the design
considerations covered in Section 3.2.3.1.
4.1.5.3
4.1.5.3.1

M ean C o a rse M o tio n R a te
M ean in g a n d D e riv a tio n

Mean coarse motion rate represents the

mean number of values the subjects traversed per second when using the coarse
motion control of a given interface. The mean coarse motion rate was computed by
dividing the total number of points traversed with the coarse motion interface by
the total time that the coarse motion control was in use for each task. The average
number of points per second traversed for each task of a given interface were combined
into one average for each interface type.
4.1.5.3.2

R e su lts

Repeated measures analysis of mean coarse motion rate data

showed two significant results when grouped by interface type. Table 4.7 lists the the
mean number of points traversed per second by the subjects with the coarse motion
portion of each interface type. The results of the analysis are shown in Table 4.8.
Two significant results were found. Both the Physical and Virtual puck interfaces had
a significantly higher number of points traversed per second with 247.5 ( p = 0.002 )
and 242.5 ( p = 0.003 ) points per second faster respectively. No significant difference
was found between the Virtual and Physical Puck’s methods for coarse movement.
4.1.5.3.3

D iscussion

When designing and implementing the Mapping Applica

tion experiment, we expected th at any significant difference would be found between
the fine motion methods. The results from the mean coarse motion rate analysis indi-
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Interface

P oin ts P er Second

Surface Slider
Physical Puck
Virtual Puck

567.6126
815.1952
810.1829

Standard D ev ia tio n
(P oin ts per secon d)
117.9598
204.67625
246.79856

Table 4.7: The mean number of points per second traversed by subjects and the
standard deviation for the coarse motion portion of each interface.

Interface 1

Interface 2

Surface Slider
Surface Slider
Virtual Puck

Physical Puck
Virtual Puck
Physical Puck

M ean Difference
(P oin ts per secon d )
-247.583 ( p = 0.002 )
-242.570 ( p = 0.003 )
-5.012 ( p = 0.914 )

Table 4.8: The mean difference of coarse motion rate between each interface type
including the p value for each result.

cated that the linear slider and the semi-circular slider interfaces were not as similar
as anticipated in the design of the interfaces.
4.1.5.4
4.1.5.4.1

M ean F ine M otion T im e
M eaning and D erivation

Mean fine motion time represents the amount

of time that a subject was traversing the given data set while interacting w ith the fine
motion method for each particular interface. Mean fine motion time was computed
by summing the length of time taken for each of the fine motion interactions for a
given task. The time of a fine motion interaction was the difference between the first
and last movement for each fine motion event. For each interface type, a mean fine
motion time was computed by averaging all interaction times for each task.
4.1.5.4.2

R esu lts

Repeated measures analysis by interface type resulted in no

significant results. When designing the interfaces it was anticipated th a t a significant
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result would exist between at least the Surface Slider and Physical Puck interfaces
due to the drastic difference in design. Table 4.9 has a list of the mean times the
standard deviations for each of the interfaces and Table 4.10 provides the results of
the analysis done on the same data. While no significant differences were found a
possible trend was identified between the Surface Slider and the Physical Puck where
the Surface Slider took almost one second longer on average ( p = 0.115 ).
Interface

Second

Surface Slider
Physical Puck
Virtual Puck

11.234
10.371
10.390

Standard D eviation
(Second)
3.080
2.859
3.361

Table 4.9: The mean time standard deviation in seconds that the subjects interacted
with the fine motion portion of the interface.

Interface 1

Interface 2

Surface Slider
Surface Slider
Virtual Puck

Physical Puck
V irtual Puck
Physical Puck

M ean Difference
(Seconds)
0.863 ( p = 0.115 )
0.844 ( p = 0.268 )
0.019 ( p = 0.977 )

Table 4.10: The mean difference of fine motion times between each interface type
including the p value for each result.

4.1.5.4.3

D iscussion

The mean fine motion time d ata showed no significant dif

ferences between the Surface Slider interface and both puck interfaces. A possible
trend was found between the Physical Puck and the Surface Slider th at could become
significant if the experiment was rerun with more subjects or longer experiments.
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4.1.5.5
4.1.5.5.1

M ean Fine M otion R ate
M eaning and D erivation

Mean fine motion rate represents the mean

number of values the subjects traversed per second when using the fine motion control
of a given interface. Mean fine motion rate was computed by dividing the total number
of points traversed with the fine motion control by the total time th a t the fine motion
control was in use for each task. The average number of points per second traversed
for each task of a given interface were combined into one average for each interface
type.
4.1.5.5.2

R esu lts

The repeated measures analysis of the mean fine motion rate

data showed two significant results when ordered by interface type. Table 4.11 lists
the the mean number of points traversed per second for each fine motion control
method of each interface type. The results of the analysis is shown in Table 4.12.
Both the Physical and Virtual Puck interfaces had a significantly higher traversal rate
of 15.06 ( p = 0.001) and 10.75 ( p < 0.001 ) points per second respectively when
compared to the Surface Slider interface. No significant difference was found between
the fine motion control methods Virtual and Physical Puck’s interfaces.
Interface
Surface Slider
Physical Puck
Virtual Puck

P oin ts Per Second
16.390
31.449
32.184

Standard D e v ia tio n
2.339
9.979
6.124

Table 4.11: The mean number of points per second traversed and the standard devi
ation for the fine motion portion of each user interface.

4.1.5.5.3

D iscussion

As anticipated, the Surface Slider interface had a lower

number of points traversed per second when compared to the Physical Puck interface.
It was also expected th at the Physical Puck would have had significantly higher
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In te rfa c e 1

In te rfa c e 2

Surface Slider
Surface Slider
Virtual Puck

Physical Puck
Virtual Puck
Physical Puck

M e a n D ifference
(P o in ts p er seco n d )
-15.059 ( p =0.001 )
-15.749 ( p < 0.001 )
0.735 ( p = 0.821 )

Table 4.12: The mean difference of fine motion rate between each interface type
including the p value for each result.

traversal rate than the Virtual Puck, but no significant difference was found. The
results from the mean fine motion rate analysis suggest that the style of the fine
control interface has more of an effect on the traversal rate than the interface being
a physical object or a virtual control.
4.1.5.6
4.1.5.6.1

M e an T ra n sitio n T im e
M ean in g a n d D e riv a tio n

Mean transition time was intended to mea

sure how quickly the subjects switched from one control method to another during
a task. A shorter transition time may have been an indicator th a t an interface was
more intuitive to use or th at the interface was easier to use. The transition time of
for each interface was defined as the time between a subject’s last movement with
the coarse motion control to the first movement of the fine motion control or from
the last motion of the fine motion control to the first motion of the coarse motion
control. The mean transition time metric could only be calculated if the subject used
both control methods for the task otherwise the given task was excluded from the
following analysis. If multiple transitions occurred, the times for each transition were
averaged to create one value per task. All transition tim e’s for a subject for a given
interface were averaged resulting in three mean transition time values per subject.
4.1.5.6.2

R esu lts

Repeated measures analysis of mean transition time d ata showed

not significant results. Table 4.13 contains the mean transition times as well as the
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standard deviation for each interface type. Table 4.14 contains the results of the
analysis for the mean transition time metric.
Interface

Second

Surface Slider
Physical Puck
Virtual Puck

0.873
1.020
1.080

Standard D eviation
(Seconds)
0.656
0.249
0.507

Table 4.13: The mean and the standard deviation in seconds of the mean transition
times for each of the interface types.

Interface 1

Interface 2

Surface Slider
Surface Slider
Virtual Puck

Physical Puck
Virtual Puck
Physical Puck

M ean Difference
(Second)
0.21 ( p =0.499 )
0.209 ( p = 0.344 )
0.125 ( p = 0.64 )

Table 4.14: The mean difference between the mean transition tim es in seconds for
each interface type including the p value for each result.

4.1.5.6.3

D iscussion

As expected, the null hypothesis that the mean transitions

times were the same could not be rejected. While the analysis cannot show th a t the
mean transition time is the same, no significance at this scale indicated th a t the the
transition time was not a major factor in the task completion times.

4.1.5.7
4.1.5.7.1

M ean H eart R ate Standard D eviation
M eaning and D erivation

A common metric used in many other ex

periments is known as heart rate variability.

Heart rate variability uses spectral

analysis of the raw heart rate signal over different periods of tim e from 1 m inute up
to 20 minutes. Due to the short nature of th e tasks for the M apping Application
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experiment and the noise present in many signals, heart rate variability analysis was
not feasible. In place of heart rate variability, the mean heart rate standard deviation
was computed for each input method. Each task had a periodic instantaneous heart
rate measurement computed from the heart rate data logging. The d ata from the
instantaneous heart rate was used to compute a standard deviation for each task. A
mean of the standard deviations for all tasks with one interface was computed for
each subject. The three mean standard deviations from each subject were then used
for the analysis to follow. Mean heart rate standard deviation metric was intended
to represent how much the subject’s heart rate fluctuated through the tasks and as a
substitute for heart rate variability.
4.1.5.7.2

R esu lts

Table 4.15 shows the computed values for the mean heart rate

standard deviation by interface type and the standard deviation of the mean standard
deviations for each task.

Table 4.16 shows the results of the repeated measures

analysis on the computed data. No significant results were found when analyzing the
mean heart rate standard deviation d ata but a possible trend was found between the
mean heart rate standard deviations of the Surface Slider and the V irtual Puck.
Interface
Surface Slider
Physical Puck
Virtual Puck

M ean Standard D eviation
(B eats P er M inute)
3.885
3.467
3.464

Standard D ev ia tio n
(B eats P er M in u te)
1.704
1.240
1.243

Table 4.15: The mean standard deviation and standard deviation of the mean stan
dard deviation heart rate by interface type in Beats Per Minute.

4.1.5.7.3

D iscussion

The EKG signals for the Mapping Application experiment

contained more noise than expected before the experiment. As a result of the noise,
and the short nature of each task, the heart rate variability measurement which was
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In te rfa c e 1

In te rfa c e 2

Surface Slider
Surface Slider
Virtual Puck

Physical Puck
V irtual Puck
Physical Puck

M e a n D ifference
(B e a ts P e r M in u te )
0.418 ( p = 0.185 )
0.312 ( p = 0.124 )
0.26 ( p = 0.699 )

Table 4.16: The mean difference between the mean standard deviation of the heart
rates for each task (in beats per minute) by interface type including the p value for
each result.

desired could not be calculated. Our simplification of this metric did not have any
significant results but had one possible trend between the Surface Slider and the
Virtual Puck. The possible trend could be examined in later work.
4.1.5.8
4.1.5.8.1

M e an Skin C o n d u c ta n c e
M e an in g a n d D e riv a tio n

Ikehara et al. showed th at skin conductance

can be an estimate of cognitive load for a task[ll]. The skin conductance of the
subjects was measured throughout each task and an average value in microsiemens
was computed. The mean skin conductance for each task was averaged to create the
mean skin conductance for each interface type. The three values from each subject
were used in the analysis to follow.
4.1.5.8.2

R e su lts

Table 4.17 shows the mean and standard deviation of the mean

skin conductance for each interface type. Table 4.18 contains the results from repeated
measures analysis of the mean skin conductance data. Analysis found no significant
results, but one possible trend was identified between the Surface Slider and V irtual
Puck, suggesting the subjects may have a lower skin conductance when using the
Surface Slider interface.
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In terfac e
Surface Slider
Physical Puck
Virtual Puck

M e a n S k in C o n d u c ta n c e
(m icro siem en s)
4.732
4.808
4.968

S ta n d a rd D e v ia tio n
( m icrosiem ens )
1.688
1.643
1.580

Table 4.17: The mean and standard deviation of the mean skin conductance for each
interface measured in microsiemens.

In te rfa c e 1

In te rfa c e 2

Surface Slider
Surface Slider
Virtual Puck

Physical Puck
V irtual Puck
Physical Puck

M e a n D ifference
(m icrosiem ens)
-0.076 ( p = 0.755 )
-0,236 ( p = 0.134 )
0.222 ( p = 0.489 )

Table 4.18: The mean difference between the mean skin conductance (in mi
crosiemens) for each interface type including the p value for each result.

4.1.5.8.3

D iscussion

The possible trend of lower mean skin conductance for

users interacting with the Surface Slider when compared to the V irtual Puck could
suggest that the Surface Slider required less cognitive load than the V irtual Puck [16].
More data from an extended experiment could decrease the p value for the mean skin
conductance test and possible lead to a significant result. The absence of significant
results suggest th at the mean skin conductance method of cognitive load estim ation
was not suitable for the Mapping Application experiment or the difference, if any,
between the interface types was negligible.
4.1.6

P o s t-E x p e rim e n t Q u e stio n n a ire

The following sections present the analysis of the Post-Experiment questionnaire
completed by all participants. A copy of this questionnaire can be found in Appendix
E. All but questions 5 and 6 were presented as a five point Likert scale. The points on
the scale for all Likert scale questions were Strongly Disagree, Disagree, Neither agree
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nor disagree, Agree and Strongly Agree. Ordinal values of 1 through 5 were assigned
to each of the options with 1 being Strongly Disagree and 5 being Strongly Agree.
The mean value for all responses was computed using ordinal values as described. For
the remaining two questions, subjects were asked to rank the three interfaces with 1
being the most favorable and and 3 being the least. The following sections will review
the results of the questionnaire grouped as they were in the questionnaire.
4.1.6.1

E x p e rim e n t In s tru c tio n s

The first set of questions after the experiment were intended to gauge how well
the recorded instructions were conveyed to the subjects before the experiment. Table
4.19 has a breakdown of the participant responses for Question 1. The mean of the
responses computed for question 1 was a 4.42, indicating that, on average, the subjects
agreed with the statement “The instructions at the beginning of the experiment were
clear.”
O p tio n
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Neither agree nor disagree
Agree
Strongly Agree

N u m b e r o f p a rtic ip a n ts
0
1
0
7
4

Table 4.19: Participant responses to Question 1, “The instructions at the beginning
of the experiment were clear.”

Questions 2, 3, and 4 asked the subject to indicate their level of agreement with
the statements “The instructions at the beginning of the X interface section were
clear”, where X was replaced with Surface Slider, V irtual Puck, and Physical Puck.
Tables 4.20, 4.21, and 4.22 have the breakdown of subject responses for the Sur
face Slider, Virtual Puck and Physical Puck respectively. The mean response for all

three statements across all subjects was 4.25 indicating that subjects agreed th at the
instructions before each interface were clear.
O ption
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Neither agree nor disagree
Agree
Strongly Agree

N u m ber o f participants
0
0
0
9
3

Table 4.20: Participant responses to Question 2, “The instructions at the beginning
of the Surface Slider portion were clear.”

Option
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Neither agree nor disagree
Agree
Strongly Agree

N u m ber o f participants
0
0
0
9
3

Table 4.21: Participant responses to Question 3, “The instructions at the beginning
of the Virtual Puck portion were clear.”

O ption
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Neither agree nor disagree
Agree
Strongly Agree

N u m ber o f participants
0
0
0
9
3

Table 4.22: Participant responses to Question 4, “The instructions at the beginning
of the Physical Puck portion were clear.”
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4.1.6.2

Overall Q uestions

In the following two questions, the subjects were asked to rank the interfaces,
from 1 to 3, 1 being the most favorable to 3 being the least favorable. First, the
subjects were asked to rank the interfaces in order of their preference for the Mapping
Application experiment. Table 4.23 contains the collated responses from all of the
subjects. Means were computed by summing the rank for each interface across all
subjects and diving by the total number of subjects to impose it on an artificial
gradient. The Surface Slider interface’s mean was 2.17 and both puck interfaces had
a mean value of 1.92. These results suggest th at subjects preferred using both of the
puck based interfaces to the Surface Slider.
O p tio n
Surface Slider
Virtual Puck
Physical Puck

F irs t C h o ice
2
5
5

Second C hoice
6
3
3

T h ir d C hoice
4
4
4

Table 4.23: Participant responses to Question 5, “Please rank each of the interfaces
based on which you would prefer to use with 1 being the highest preference and 3
being the lowest.”

Next, the subjects were asked to rank the interfaces by which they thought was
fastest method to find the answer for the given tasks. Table 4.24 contains the collated
responses from all of the subjects. Using the same method as previously described,
the means for each interface were computed.

The Physical Puck had the lowest

mean overall with 1.75 followed by the Virtual Puck with 2.0 and finally the Surface
slider with 2.25. These results indicated th at on average, subjects perceived th at
the Physical Puck was the fastest interface to use out of the three provided and the
Surface Slider was the slowest.
The final portion of the questions relating to the full experiment asked subjects if
they would be more likely to try an application if the application m ade use of physical
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O p tio n
Surface Slider
Virtual Puck
Physical Puck

F irs t C hoice
2
4
6

S econd C h o ice
5
4
3

T h ird C h o ice
5
4
3

Table 4.24: Participant responses to Question 6, “Please rank each of the interfaces
based on how fast you were able to find the d ata of interest with 1 being the fastest
interface and 3 being the slowest.”

objects as an input method. The breakdown of responses can be seen in Table 4.25.
The mean response for this question was 2.83 or “Neither agree nor disagree” . An
average response of “Neither agree nor disagree” indicated th at subjects who have
used the Physical Puck interfaces will probably not be drawn to applications th at
have similar interfaces.
O p tio n
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Neither agree nor disagree
Agree
Strongly Agree

N u m b e r o f p a rtic ip a n ts
1
4
4
2
1

Table 4.25: Participant responses to Question 7, “I would be more likely to use an
application if it had tangible (physical) objects to interact with, such as th e puck.”

4.1.6.3

S u rface S lid er In te rfa c e R ev iew

The first question in Surface Slider interface review and the following two sec
tions was intended to gauge if subjects understood how to properly operate the user
interfaces after the instructions. The first questions of this and the following two sec
tions also served as an integrity check to ensure that the subjects were answering the
questions consistently. To verify the integrity, the mean response of the first question
was compared to Question 2. It was assumed that Question 8 and Question 2 were
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similar and would have a similar mean. The results for Question 2 are presented in
Table 4.26. The mean for Question 2 was 4.67, indicating that the average subject
strongly agreed that they understood how to find the answer for each question. The
mean of Question 2, 4.75, was very close to the mean of Question 8 suggesting th a t
the subjects were filling out the questionnaire consistently up to Question 8 point.
The responses were deemed consistent if there was not more th an one point differ
ence. The individual responses from Questions 2 and 8 were consistent within each
subject’s questionnaire as well.
O ption
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Neither agree nor disagree
Agree
Strongly Agree

N um ber o f participants
0
0
0
4
8

Table 4.26: Participant responses to Question 8, “I understood how to find the answer
for each question.”

The next question in the interface review sections asked th e subject how well
the interface responded to their movements. Table 4.27 contains the results from
Question 9. The mean response for Question 9 of 3.75 suggested th a t the interface
responded as the subject expected it would.
Option
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Neither agree nor disagree
Agree
Strongly Agree

N um ber o f participants
0
2
0
9
1

Table 4.27: Participant responses to Question 9, “The interface responded to my
movements as I anticipated.”
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The final two questions for each interface review sections were intended to gauge
how easy the subjects thought the interface was to use and how fun they considered
the interface to be. The Surface Slider’s mean rating for the final two questions were
3.83 and 2.67 respectively. The mean values for questions 10 and 11 indicated th at
the average subject agreed th at the Surface Slider was easy to use and neither agreed
nor disagreed that the interface was fun to use. Table 4.28 and Table 4.29 contain
the breakdown of the responses for Questions 10 and 11 respectively.
Option
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Neither agree nor disagree
Agree
Strongly Agree

N u m b er o f participants
0
1
3
5
3

Table 4.28: Participant responses to Question 10, “The interface was easy to use.”

O ption
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Neither agree nor disagree
Agree
Strongly Agree

N u m ber o f participants
0
6
4
2
0

Table 4.29: Participant responses to Question 11, “The interface was fun to use.”

4.1.6.4

V irtual P uck Interface R eview

Like the Surface Slider, Question 12 indicated th at when subjects were interacting
with the Virtual Puck interface strongly agreed th at they understood how to find
each answer for the tasks with an average response of 4.58. Table 4.30 contains the
breakdown of all responses for Question 12. The integrity check done for the Surface

Slider interface was also done for this interface. The mean response for Questions 12
and Question 3 were both similar suggesting that the subjects were still consistent
with their responses for this section also.
O p tio n
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Neither agree nor disagree
Agree
Strongly Agree

N u m b e r o f p a rtic ip a n ts
0
0
0
5
7

Table 4.30: Participant responses to Question 12, “I understood how to find the
answer for each question.”

Question 13 asked the subjects if the Surface Slider responded as they had an
ticipated. Table 4.31 contains the results from Question 13. The mean response for
Question 9 of 3.67 suggested th a t the interface responded as expected.
O p tio n
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Neither agree nor disagree
Agree
Strongly Agree

N u m b e r o f p a rtic ip a n ts
0
1
4
5
2

Table 4.31: Participant responses to Question 13, “The interface responded to my
movements as I anticipated.”

The average response for both “The interface was easy to use” and “The interface
was fun to use”, Questions 14. and 15, were 3.75 and 3.5 respectively. Both values
indicate that the subjects agreed th a t the interface was fun and easy to use. Table
4.32 and Table 4.33 contain the responses for all of the subjects for each rating.
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O p tio n
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Neither agree nor disagree
Agree
Strongly Agree

N u m b e r o f p a rtic ip a n ts
0
1
2
8
1

Table 4.32: Participant responses to Question 14, “The interface was easy to use.”

O p tio n
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Neither agree nor disagree
Agree
Strongly Agree

N u m b e r o f p a rtic ip a n ts
0
1
4
7
0

Table 4.33: Participant responses to Question 15, “The interface was fun to use.”

4.1.6.5

Physical P uck Interface R eview

Similar to previous two interfaces, Question 16 had a mean response of 4.67 indi
cating that the subjects strongly agreed th at they understood how to find the answers
for each task. Table 4.34 has a breakdown of the responses for Question 16. The same
consistency check done for the the other two interface reviews was also done for the
Physical Puck interface. The mean response for Questions 16 and Question 4 were
both similar suggesting that the subjects were still consistent with their responses.
The remaining three question for the Physical Puck interface had a higher average
rating than the previous two interfaces. First, subjects agreed more strongly with
the statement “The interface responded to my movements as I anticipated” with an
average of 4.25, 0.5 higher than the next lowest. Two possible explanations for the
higher rating could be related to the use of a physical object as part of the interface
or having the physical object may have made the interface more predictable by not
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O ption
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Neither agree nor disagree
Agree
Strongly Agree

N um ber o f participants
0
0
0
4
8

Table 4.34: Participant responses to Question 16, “I understood how to find the
answer for each question.”

requiring the subject to pay attention to the interface as much. Subjects also agreed
that the Physical Puck interface was easy and fun to use with average ratings of 3.92
and 3.75 respectively. The responses for questions 17 through 19 can be found in
Tables 4.35, Table 4.36 and Table 4.37.
O ption
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Neither agree nor disagree
Agree
Strongly Agree

N u m ber o f participants
0
1
2
2
7

Table 4.35: Participant responses to Question 17, “The interface responded to my
movements as I anticipated.”

O ption
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Neither agree nor disagree
Agree
Strongly Agree

N um ber o f participants
0
3
0
4
5

Table 4.36: Participant responses to Question 18, “The interface was easy to use.”
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O p tio n
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Neither agree-nor disagree
Agree
Strongly Agree

N u m b e r o f p a rtic ip a n ts
1
2
0
5
4

Table 4.37: Participant responses to Question 19, “The interface was fun to use.”

4.1.6.6

C om m ents

The last section of the post experiment questionnaire was an area for the subject
to leave any last comments that they may have had. Two areas for improvement were
identified by multiple subjects. First, when using the Virtual Puck interface, some
subject’s fingers moved outside the grey circle or crossed over the black dot in the
center. If the subject’s finger went outside the circle and touched the scrubber inter
face the current selected value would jum p to the location touched on the scrubber.
A related error occurred when the subject crossed the center point of the interface.
Crossing the center point of the interface resulted in the application registering 180
degree rotation in an unknown direction (forward or backward in time). Both is
sues were not well known before the experiment but some controls could be added to
reduce their effect in later works.
The second set of suggestions were related to improving the user experience with
the Physical Puck interface. Two subjects suggested th a t the height of the puck be
reduced to make the scrubber easier to see. Cutting the puck in half or fabricating
another object could resolve the issue with the height of the puck. Two other subjects
indicated that the rotation point of the puck was not ideal and should be engineered
to be at the center of the puck. The pivot point for the Mapping Application ex
periment was slightly off center which resulted in the puck wobbling. Like the last
suggestions, the puck wobbling could be resolved by manufacturing the interaction
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device or further alterations to the existing device. Both sets of changes should be
possible if either interface is used for later experiments but were not predicted before
this experiment began.

4.2
4.2.1

Numbers Application
Sum m ary

Sections 3.5.3 and 3.5.4 list the information that was gathered for the Numbers
Application pilot experiment. The following sections will review the analysis of the
data gathered during the Numbers Application pilot experiment. All subjects who
took part in the Numbers Application pilot had some previous experience with the
Microsoft Surface and the three interfaces being tested.
4.2.2
4.2.2.1

Eye Tracking D a ta R eview
Sum m ary

Throughout each run of Numbers Application pilot, an eye tracking system was
used to measure the diameter of the subject’s pupils. More information about the
setup for the eye tracking system can be found in Section 3.4.2.3. Prelim inary analysis
of the data gathered with the eye tracker showed that only 5 out of th e 14 participants
had valid eye tracking d ata for more than 10% of their session. The remaining 9
subjects were excluded from the following analysis. Of the 5 valid subjects, only the
left eye had valid tracking for more than 25% of the time for each section of the
experiment. A total of 180 tasks were completed by the 5 participants (12 tasks for
each interface and three interfaces per user). For the reasons described above, only
the left eye tracking data was used in the analysis below.
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4.2.2.2

R esults

Table 4.38 shows the mean pupil diameter of the subjects for each interface type.
The mean pupil diameter for each task was computed by averaging each valid pupil
diameter measurement for a task to get a single value. All mean pupil diameter
measurements for each interface type were averaged together to compute a single mean
pupil diameter per subject per interface type. The standard deviation of the mean
pupil diameters for each interface type is also included in the same table. Table 4.39
contains the results from the repeated measures analysis of the mean pupil diameters.
One significant result was found as well as one possible trend. A mean difference of
0.217 mm ( p=0.019 ) found between the mean pupil diameter of the subjects using
the Surface Slider and the Virtual Puck interfaces. The larger mean pupil diameter of
the subjects interacting with the Virtual Puck interface suggests th a t the Virtual Puck
interface imparts higher cognitive load than the Surface Slider interface. Similarly,
there was a mean difference of 0.338 mm ( p=0.133 ) between the pupil diameters
of subjects interacting with the Virtual Puck and the Physical Puck interfaces. The
larger mean pupil diameter for subjects interacting with the V irtual Puck interface
suggests a possible trend in higher cognitive load when compared to the Physical Puck
interface. While the mean difference between the Virtual Puck and the Physical puck
interfaces was larger, the finding was not significant.
Ordering the mean pupil diameter d ata by the presentation order for the subject
resulted in no significant findings suggesting th at no order effect was present for mean
pupil diameter metric.

4.2.2.3

Discussion

The mean pupil diameter data was only valid for 5 of the 12 total subjects which
prevented proper counterbalancing. No order effect was found when the repeated
measures analysis was done for presentation order rather than interface type. Re-
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Interface
Surface Slider
Physical Puck
Virtual Puck

M ean D iam eter (m m )
4.89
4.67
5.01

Standard D ev ia tio n
0.351
0.282
0.522

Table 4.38: The mean diameter of the left eye pupil ordered by interface type.

Interface 1

Interface 2

Surface Slider
Surface Slider
Physical Puck

Virtual Puck
Physical Puck
Virtual Puck

M ean Difference
(m m )
-0.121 ( p = 0.571 )
0.217 ( p = 0.019 )
0.338 ( p = 0.133 )

Table 4.39: The mean difference between the mean left eye pupil diam eter (in mil
limeters) for each interface type including the p value for each result

peated measures analysis of the d ata grouped by interface type showed th a t the
subjects were more cognitively loaded when using the Physical Puck interface when
compared to the Surface Slider interface. A possible trend was also found suggesting
that subjects were less cognitively loaded when interacting with the Physical Puck
interface when compared to the Virtual Puck Interface.
4.2.3

E xperim ent Logging D a ta R ev iew

4.2.3.1
4.2.3.1.1

M ean Total Task T im e
M eaning and D erivation

The total task time was the tim e in seconds

from when the subject pressed the start button until they had pressed the stop button
after finding the correct value. The tasks when the subject pressed the stop button
while an incorrect value was selected were excluded from the following analysis. Mean
total task time was intended to measure how long the subject took to complete a task
with the given interface including any extra tim e to transition between the buttons
and the interface being tested.
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4.2.3.1.2

R e su lts

The mean task completion time and standard deviation can

be found in Table 4.40. The analysis of mean total task time data, shown Table
4.41, indicated that the Physical Puck was significantly faster than both the Virtual
Puck or the Surface Slider interfaces. No significant difference was found between the
Surface Slider and Virtual Puck.
Interface
Surface Slider
Physical Puck
Virtual Puck

M ean
(Seconds)
14.177
11.2372
14.1766

Standard D eviation
(Seconds)
3.21
1.35.
2.45

Table 4.40: The mean completion time and standard deviation to complete the task
in seconds for each interface type.

Interface 1

Interface 2

Surface Slider
Surface Slider
Virtual Puck

Physical Puck
Virtual Puck
Physical Puck

M ean Difference
(Seconds)
1.894 ( p = 0.019 )
-1.045 ( p = 0.246 )
2.939 ( p <= 0.001 )

Table 4.41: The mean difference between the mean completion time for each task (in
seconds) sorted by interface type including the p value for each result.

4.2.3.1.3

D iscussion

The mean total task time metric indicated th a t the Virtual

Puck and the Surface Slider interfaces were slower to use than the Physical Puck
interface for the Numbers Application. Mean total task time was not enough to state
that the two interfaces are faster for all possible uses.
4.2.3.2
4.2.3.2.1

M ean In-m otion T im e
M eaning and D erivation

The mean in-motion tim e for each interface

was computed by summing the difference in start time and the stop time for each
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interaction with the fine or coarse motion portion of the given interface. Mean in
motion time was able to exclude the time before the first movement and after the
last movement as well as the time while the subject was transitioning from coarse
motion to fine motion or from fine motion to coarse motion. Due to limitations of the
input device, it was not possible to exclude time when the subject paused and then
returned to the same method of interaction.
4.2.3.2.2

R esu lts

Table 4.42 contains the mean in-motion time for each interface

in seconds as well as the standard deviation for each of the times. Table 4.43 shows the
results of the repeated measures analysis of mean in-motion time. Two significant
results were found from the mean in-motion time data. The subjects spent more
time interacting with the Virtual Puck and the Surface Slider interfaces th an with
the Physical Puck interface. Also, no significant difference was found between the
Virtual Puck and the Surface Slider interfaces.
Interface
Surface Slider
Physical Puck
Virtual Puck

M ean
(Seconds)
11.816
9.558
12.5434

Standard D eviation
(Seconds)
3.20
1.40
2.42

Table 4.42: The mean in motion time and standard deviation to complete the task
in seconds for each interface type.

4.2.3.2.3

D iscussion

Analysis of mean in-motion time revealed th at the subjects

took significantly more time to interact with the Surface Slider and the Virtual Puck
interfaces than with the Physical Puck interface. W ith more testing, a difference
could possibly be found between the Surface Slider and Virtual Puck interfaces but
it was not present in the Numbers Application pilot.
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In te rfa c e 1

In te rfa c e 2

Surface Slider
Surface Slider
Virtual Puck

Physical Puck
Virtual Puck
Physical Puck

M e a n D ifference
(S econds)
2.258 ( p = 0.008 )
-0.727( p = 0.411 )
2.985 ( p < = 0.001 )

Table 4.43: The mean difference between the mean in motion time for each task (in
seconds) sorted by interface type including the p value for each result.

4.2.3.3
4.2.3.3.1

M ean C o a rse M o tio n T im e
M e a n in g a n d D e riv a tio n

The mean coarse motion time was com

puted by taking the difference between the first and last motion tim es of each in
teraction with the coarse motion method for each interface. In the event th a t the
subject interacted with the coarse motion interface more than once for a task, each
of the individual times were summed to create a total coarse motion time for th at
task. The coarse motion times for each task were averaged for all tasks with a given
interface to create one value per interface per subject. Mean coarse motion tim e was
intended to measure how long the average interaction with the coarse motion portion
of the given interface was for each of the different interfaces.
4.2.3.3.2

R e su lts

Table 4.44 has the average tim e in seconds and the standard

deviation of for the coarse motion time for each interface. The results of the repeated
measures analysis can be found in Table 4.45. Significant results were found between
each pair of interfaces. The Physical Puck’s coarse motion interface had the lowest
mean interaction time with of 3.63 seconds followed by the Virtual Puck’s mean time
of 5.35 seconds and finally the Surface Slider had the longest mean time of 6.33
seconds.
4.2.3.3.3

D iscussion

Mean coarse motion time showed th at the subjects spent

less time with the puck interfaces than the Surface Slider. The results from the
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Interface
Surface Slider
Physical Puck
Virtual Puck

M ean
(Seconds)
6.33
3.63
5.35

Standard D eviation
(Seconds)
1.49
1.40
1.77

Table 4.44: The mean coarse motion time and standard deviation for each task in
seconds for each interface type.

Interface 1

Interface 2

Surface Slider
Surface Slider
Virtual Puck

Physical Puck
Virtual Puck
Physical Puck

M ean Difference
(Seconds)
2.698 ( p < = 0.001 )
0.975 ( p = 0.026 )
1.723 ( p = 0.001 )

Table 4.45: The mean difference between the mean coarse motion time for each task
(in seconds) sorted by interface type including the p value for each result.

analysis of mean coarse motion time could possibly indicate that the subjects preferred
the fine motion interface provided by the puck interfaces or they could have disliked
the coarse motion interface for the pucks and elected to use the fine motion control
for longer.
4.2.3.4
4.2.3.4.1

M ean Fine M otion T im e
M eaning and D erivation

Similar to the mean coarse motion time

metric in Section 4.2.3.3, the mean fine motion time metric measured how long the
subjects were interacting with the fine motion portion of each interface. The deriva
tion methods were the same for mean fine motion time metric as they were for the
mean coarse motion time using the fine motion portion of the interfaces in place of
the coarse motion portion.
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4.2.3.4.2

R esu lts

Table 4.46 contains the mean and standard deviation of the

subjects fine motion interaction durations for each of the interfaces. Table 4.47 con
tains the results from the repeated measures analysis of the data set. Two significant
results were found in the analysis of the mean fine motions time data. First, the
mean difference between the Virtual Puck and the Surface Slider interfaces was 2.03
seconds ( p = 0.021 ). The other significant result found was between the V irtual
Puck and the Physical Puck interfaces. A mean difference of 1.24 seconds ( p =
0.025 ) indicated that the Virtual Puck was also slower than the Physical Puck. No
significant result was found between the Surface Slider and the Physical Puck.
Interface
Surface Slider
Physical Puck
Virtual Puck

M ean
(Seconds)
6.79
7.57
8.82

Standard D eviation
(Seconds)
3.09
1.72
1.48

Table 4.46: The mean fine motion time and standard deviation for each task in
seconds for each interface type.

Interface 1

Interface 2

Surface Slider
Surface Slider
Virtual Puck

Physical Puck
Virtual Puck
Physical Puck

M ean Difference
(Seconds)
-0.79 ( p = 0.22 )
-2.03 ( p = 0.021 )
1.24 ( p = 0.025 )

Table 4.47: The mean difference between the mean fine motion time for each task (in
seconds) sorted by interface type including the p value for each result.

4.2.3.4.3

D iscussion

The analysis of the mean fine motion time indicated th at

the fine motion portion of the Virtual Puck interface was used for a significantly
longer amount of time than the fine motion interfaces on the other two interfaces.
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One possible explanation of the significant difference between the V irtual Puck and
the other two interfaces could be attributed to the users preferring the fine motion
interface to the coarse motion interface of the Virtual Puck or th e users the users
may have preferred the coarse motion interface on the other interfaces.
4.2.3.5
4.2.3.5.1

M e an C o a rse M o tio n T rav e rsal R a te
M e an in g a n d D e riv a tio n

Mean coarse motion traversal rate repre

sented the number of values the subjects traversed per second when using the coarse
motion portion of the given interface. Mean coarse motion traversal rate was com
puted by dividing the total number of points traversed with the coarse motion inter
face by the total time that the that the coarse motion interface was in use. Mean
coarse motion traversal rate metric was intended to measure how quickly the subjects
interacted with the coarse motion portion for the given interface.
4.2.3.5.2

R e su lts

Table 4.48 contains the mean coarse motion traversal rate and

standard deviation listed by interface type. Table 4.49 contains the results of the
repeated measures analysis of the mean coarse motion traversal rate d a ta and showed
one significant result in addition to one possible trend. First, th e mean difference be
tween the Physical Puck and the Surface Slider was 265.82 points per second ( p=0.075
), indicating a possible trend th at the Surface Slider’s coarse motion traversal rate
was slower than the Physical Puck’s coarse motion traversal rate. The significant
result found was between the Virtual Puck and the Surface Slider. The mean differ
ence between the Virtual Puck and the Surface Slider was 189.25 points per second (
p=0.034 ), indicating th at the Virtual Puck had a faster coarse motion traversal rate
when compared to the Surface Slider.
4.2.3.5.3

D iscussion

The mean coarse motion traversal rate of the Surface Slider

was significantly slower than the Virtual Puck possibly indicating a preference for the
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Interface
Surface Slider
Physical Puck
Virtual Puck

M ean
(P oin ts Per Seconds)
319.90
1294.23
695.09

Standard D ev ia tio n
(Points P er Seconds)
204.97
1687.85
442.75

Table 4.48: The mean coarse motion traversal rate and standard deviation for each
task in points per second for each interface type.

Interface 1

Interface 2

Surface Slider
Surface Slider
Virtual Puck

Physical Puck
Virtual Puck
Physical Puck

M ean Difference
(P oin ts Per Seconds)
-265.82 ( p = 0.075 )
-189.25 ( p = 0.034 )
-76.57 ( p = 0.66 )

Table 4.49: The mean difference between the mean coarse motion traversal time for
each task (in points per second) sorted by interface type including the p value for
each result.

Surface Slider’s coarse motion control or a dislike of the coarse motion interface for
the Virtual Puck. The possible trend the the Surface Slider was slower th an the
Physical Puck could become more concrete if more d ata was available from a longer
experiment or more tasks.

4.2.3.6
4.2.3.6.1

M ean Fine M otion Traversal R a te
M eaning and D erivation

Mean fine motion traversal rate represented

the number of values the subjects traversed per second with the fine motion portion
of the given interface. This metric was computed by dividing the total number of
points traversed using the fine motion portion of the interface by the total time th at
the fine motion portion of the interface was in use. Mean fine motion traversal rate
was intended to measure how quickly the subjects could interact with the fine motion
portion of a given interface.
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4.2.3.6.2

R esu lts

Table 4.50 contains the mean fine motion traversal rate and

standard deviation for each interface. Table 4.51 contains the results of the repeated
measures analysis of the mean fine motion traversal rates for each interface. One
significant result and one possible trend was identified. The mean difference between
the Physical Puck’s mean fine motion interface traversal rate and the mean fine motion
traversal rate of the Surface Slider was -3.82 points per second with p=0.002. The
significant difference between the Physical Puck and the Surface Slider suggested th at
the Physical Puck allowed subjects to traverse the d ata more quickly than they could
with the Surface Slider interface. A similar result was found between the V irtual
Puck and the Surface Slider interfaces with a mean difference was 1.93 points per
second with p=0.126, while not significant this result is a possible trend.
Interface
Surface Slider
Physical Puck
Virtual Puck

M ean
(P oin ts P er Seconds)
8.53
12.36
10.46

Standard D ev ia tio n
(P oints P er Seconds)
3.22
4.84
3.03

Table 4.50: The mean mean fine motion traversal rate and standard deviation for
each task in points per second for each interface type.

Interface 1

Interface 2

Surface Slider
Surface Slider
Virtual Puck

Physical Puck
Virtual Puck
Physical Puck

M ean Difference
(P oin ts per secon d)
-3.82 ( p = 0.002 )
-1.93 ( p = 0.126 )
-1.90 ( p = 0.217 )

Table 4.51: The mean difference between the mean mean fine motion traversal tim e
for each task (in points per second) sorted by interface type including the p value for
each result.
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4 . 2 .3. 6 .3

D iscussion

The traversal rate of the fine motion control portion of the

Physical Puck interface was significantly faster than the fine motion control portion
of the Surface Slider interface. A similar but not significant result was found between
the Virtual Puck and the Surface Slider when the Virtual Puck may have had a
faster traversal rate. The possible trend suggested th at the Virtual Puck interface’s
fine motion control interface may be faster at traversing the d ata compared to the
Surface Slider but, this result was not significant.
4.2.4

P o s t-E x p e rim e n t R a n k in g R ev iew

After the subjects had completed all three sections of the experiment, they were
asked to rank the three interfaces, once for preference and once for which they thought
was the fastest to interact with. Table 4.52 contains the responses ranking each of the
interfaces in order of preference. For the Numbers Application pilot experiment, 10 of
the 12 subjects indicated that the Physical Puck was their interface of choice, ranking
it as their most preferred interface. Analysis similar to Section 4. 1 .6 .2 , was preformed
on the user preference d ata by computing an average rating for all three interfaces.
Each of the responses given was assigned a point value from 1 being the “Most
Preferred” to 3 being the “Least Preferred” . Interfaces th at had a lower average rating
were more preferred than interfaces with a higher average rating. The final column
of the preference rating table shows the mean computed using the m ethod described.
The averages showed that the Physical Puck was preferred over both th e Surface
Slider and the Virtual Puck interfaces. The Surface Slider and the V irtual Puck had
no difference in average rating for the Numbers Application pilot experiment.
Table 4.53 contains the subject responses for which interface the subjects felt was
the fastest for the given tasks. W ith very similar results to the previous question,
the Physical Puck was rated as the fastest by 10 out of the 12 subjects. The only
difference between the rankings for the fastest interface and the most preferred was
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O ption

M ost
Preferred

Surface Slider
Virtual Puck
Physical Puck

1
1
10

N eu tral
Preference
5
5
2

Least
Preferred

A verage

6
6
0

2.41
2.41
1.17

Table 4.52: Participant responses when asked to rank interfaces from most preferred
to least preferred for this application as well as the average rating for each interface
type.

a small change in the ratings for the Virtual Puck and the Surface Slider interfaces.
The interfaces from fastest to slowest as Physical Puck, Surface Slider and finally
Virtual Puck. Table 4.53 also contains the average value computed for each interface.
O ption
Surface Slider
Virtual Puck
Physical Puck

Fastest
1
1
10

N eutral
7
3
2

Slow est
4
8
0

A verage
2.25
2.58
1.17

Table 4.53: Participant responses when asked to rank interfaces from fastest to slowest
for this application as well as the average rating for each interface type.

The subjects’ ratings above for which they believed was the fastest interface agreed
with the results found from the mean in motion time analysis done in Section 4.2.3.2.
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C H A PT E R 5
DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS A N D FU TU R E W ORK

5.1
5.1.1

Discussion
M apping A pplication

Although the Mapping Application experiment was not as successful as expected,
analysis of the gathered data found significant results that were predicted as well as
results that were not anticipated. Four of the data collection m ethods used for this
experiment ended up being troublesome to gather and provided limited to no added
value to the experiment. The four metrics th a t provided little to no added value were
the blink rate tracking, skin conductance measurements, heart rate monitoring and
the NASA TLX assessment.
Three other metrics gathered during the experiment were gathered without issue
but yielded no significant results. When designing the experiment, it was anticipated
that the fine motion control for the different interfaces would have different interaction
lengths as well as different interaction rates.

No significant difference was found

between the fine motion control rates and interaction times of the tested interfaces.
Also, the transition time between the fine and coarse motion portion of the interfaces
was recorded but no difference was expected or found.
The significant results for the Mapping Application experiment were observed be
tween the Surface Slider and both puck interfaces. Users spent significantly more
time interacting with the Surface Slider interface overall and users also spent more
time interacting with the Surface Slider’s coarse motion portion more than the coarse
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motion portion of both puck interfaces. We did not expect that the Surface Slider’s
coarse motion interface would be significantly slower. During the design process, a
large effort was devoted to reducing as many differences as possible between the Sur
face Slider’s coarse motion interface and the coarse motion interface for the two puck
interfaces. The difference found between the overall motion times of the interfaces
seems to be linked directly to the significant difference between mean coarse motion
interfaces.
In addition to the d ata gathered during the experiment, the post-experiment ques
tionnaire had a few important results. To verify th at the subjects understood what
to do during the experiment, multiple questions were used to check how clear the
instructions were and how well they understood the tasks they had to complete. All
of the subjects indicated th at they thought the instructions were clear and they also
agreed that they understood how to complete the tasks. The remaining results for the
questionnaire favored the puck interfaces and opposed the surface slider. The Surface
Slider was ranked as the least preferred interface for the subjects to use as well as the
least fun to use. Also, the subjects indicated th a t they believed the physical puck was
the fastest to use and responded to their actions better when compared to the other
two interfaces. Finally, a large m ajority of the subjects indicated, unexpectedly, th at
a physical object as a tangible user interface would not make them more likely to use
an application.
At multiple points during the analysis it was noticed that many of the results had
a p value lower than 0.1 but not lower than 0.05. When starting the experiment,
it was expected th at more subjects would have participated but a lack of response
limited the number of subjects. A longer study with minor changes could yield more
significant results but time did not permit for the experiment to be rerun.
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5.1.2

N um bers A pplication

Unlike the first experiment, the Numbers Application was run as a pilot due to
limited time and a lack of respondents. The pilot experiment resulted in a collection
of findings that suggest th at it might be worth running the experiment again under
the same conditions or with some minor modifications.
Analysis of the gathered data showed that the V irtual Puck required significantly
more time for fine motion traversal but had a significantly higher traversal rate for
the the coarse motion interface. The Physical Puck was also significantly faster than
the other two interfaces for the mean total task'tim e, in motion time, and the coarse
motion time. The fine motion traversal rate was also faster for the Physical Puck
than the Surface Slider but no significant difference was found between the Physical
Puck and the Virtual Puck. Finally, the eye tracking measurements showed th at the
Physical Puck interface imparted more cognitive load on the subjects who were using
it than the Surface Slider, but the sample set for this data set was very limited.
After the subjects finished their trial they were asked to rank the interfaces based
on which the preferred to use and which they thought was the fastest. Analysis of
the user responses showed th at the Physical Puck interface was preferred over, and
considered faster than the other two interfaces. The Surface Slider and the Virtual
Puck ended with the same rating for the preference question and the Surface Slider
had a marginally higher rating for which interface the subjects thought was the fastest.
The promising results of the pilot experiment suggest that running the numbers
application experiment again as a controlled experiment, similar to th e mapping ap
plication experiment, could find significant results th at may contribute to supporting
to refuting the hypotheses listed in Sectionl.3.
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5.2

Conclusion

With the data from the Mapping Application experiment, only one of the three
hypotheses presented in Section 1.3 could be supported.
Hypothesis 2 predicted that the subjects of the experiments would have a more
satisfying experience using the tangible interfaces when compared to the two digital
interfaces. The responses of the users in the post-experiment questionnaire of the
first experiment found that users felt that the Physical Puck interface was faster and
more responsive to their movements. The first experiment found very little difference
between the Physical Puck and Virtual Puck interfaces, but there were many results
suggesting th at more subjects or a longer experiment could provide more significant
results.
The second experiment was conducted to try and find more conclusive answers
to the other two hypotheses. Due to the limited response from requests for subjects
for experiment one, the second experiment was run as a pilot w ith its subjects drawn
from the Project54 staff. The results gathered must be treated as partially biased
but could be a suggestion what could result from a more controlled experiment.
Using the results of the second experiment, results of the two remaining hypothe
ses can be suggested. Hypothesis 1 hypothesized th at the users would be faster at
extracting data from a dataset with TUIs. The results of the first experiment sug
gested th at Hypothesis 1 might be true and the pilot experiment presented much
stronger supporting evidence.
The first experiment was not able to produce any evidence in favor of or in op
position to Hypothesis 3 due to technical difficulties and incomplete data. The pilot
experiment had technical difficulties as well, but the small amount of d ata collected
yielded a one significant result suggesting th at the Physical Puck interface induced
more cognitive load than the Surface Slider interface. The lack of valid d a ta for the
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eye tracking, and the possibility of biased participants meant the results from eye
tracking could be inaccurate and should be investigated further.
Overall, both experiments resulted in positive results and d ata in favor of further
work towards development of tangible user interfaces for touch screen interactions for
mapping applications.

5.3

Future Work

Both experiments conducted had promising results for the investigation of tangible
user interfaces for mapping applications. There are a few possible areas for improve
ment and future work in the mapping applications with tangible user interfaces field
that are been listed below.
1. As some of the subjects from the first experiment suggested, the Physical Puck
interface could be cut in half or redesigned to make the scrubber more visible
to a user sitting in front of the table. More information about the suggestions
can be found in Section 4.1.6.6 .
2. Like the first example, the subjects of the first experiment suggested th a t the
Virtual Puck interface should be altered to prevent the interface from jumping
through points quickly when the center point is crossed or when their finger
leaves the circle. The suggestions for the Virtual Puck interface were discussed
in Section 4. 1 .6 .6 .
3. Estimating relative cognitive load for the interfaces proved to be a difficult task
for these experiments. If more reliable methods can be found or new implemen
tations of existing methods are available, rerunning both of these experiments
could yield new or better results.
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4. The easiest way to get another set of results would be to try both of these
experiments again with a larger sample size as well as non connected subjects
(in the case of the second experiment).
5. Explore the design of the coarse motion interface designs to try and learn why
the new scrubber was so much faster, in both time and traversal rate th an the
control. One possible avenue could involve investigating the kinematics of a
linear scrubber when compared to a semi-circular scrubber.

Ill
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Institutional R ev iew B o a r d f o r t h e P r o t e c t io n o f H uman S u b je c t s in r e s e a r c h

Purpose:

This research is funded by the National Institute of Justice (NIJ).The purpose of this research is to a ssist
in the development of user interfaces for vehicles, handheld computers and multi-touch surfaces. Another
goal is to develop specific applications for vehicles, handheld computers, and multi-touch surfaces.

Procedure:
□

You will be asked to interact with the Project54 system running on a PC and/or on a handheld
computer. You may also be asked to perform a physical task, such a s operating a driving
simulator. The Project54 system will record your speech, and/or your interactions with the GUI
and/or your interactions with original hardware interfaces, and/or data generated by electronic
devices that you interact with and/or data generated by electronic devices that the Project54
system interacts with. The recording will require no special steps on your part. You will a lso be
asked to respond to questionnaires that will ask for personal information and feedback about the
experiment.

□

You will be asked to interact with a PC, and/or on a handheld computer, and/or a multi-touch
surface, and/or other electronic devices and physical objects. You may also be asked to perform a
physical task, such a s operating a driving simulator, or walking and taking pictures with the
handheld computer, or manipulating physical objects that control a multi-touch surface. W e will
take photographs, and/or create audio and/or video recordings of your interactions. W e will also
record your interactions with the computer’s user interface and/or your interactions with other
hardware interfaces, and/or data generated by the computer and/or by the electronic d evices. W e
may also record physiological m easurem ents from sensors attached to your body (e.g.
temperature, electrocardiogram, skin conductance sensors), and/or sen sors in your environment
(e.g. pressure sensors on objects in your environment, g a ze and head position trackers). You will
also be asked to respond to questionnaires that will ask for personal information and feedback
about the experiment.

Data generated in this research will be saved for u se in future research. A unique ID will be assign ed to
you. The unique ID will be of the form “User #xx”, where xx is the number assigned to you. It will be u sed
to label your data, along with your a ge, gender, characteristics of your physical interactions with various
devices, your experience in working with computers or the Project54 system and any questionnaires you
fill out. The data will be stored for future u se in our research; there is no se t date for destruction of the
data, and it may be kept for an unlimited duration. Your identity will not be tied to the data in any w ay
other than to the video data, if such data is created, since video data may visually identify you. Video data
may be generated by stand-alone video cam eras and by cameras that are part of a g a z e and head
tracker. In this document w e are asking for your consent to participate in our study and to share the non
video data with researchers from other institutions. Separately w e ask for your consent to share video
data with researchers from other institutions, to include still shots from videos in scientific publications and
technical reports, a s well a s to show video data at conferences and similar m eetings. Finally, w e a lso ask
for your consent to share video data with the public by posting video dips, or still shots from the d ip s,
online (on sites such a s Flickr or YouTube), or by induding them in printed publications.
The only risks assodated with this research are the potential of skin irritation from sen sors attached to
your body and the potential for motion sickn ess if operating a driving simulator. There should b e no
aftereffects of this research upon you. You will be compensated at approximately $
/hour for your
effort. Your compensation may be in the form of a check or in the form of a gift certificate or in the form of
a software license (provided by Microsoft). You may have to fill out a W-9 form. Checks will b e mailed by
UNH. Your compensation may be reported to the IRS.

1.

You understand that the u se of human subjects in this project has been approved by the UNH Institutional R eview
Board for the Protection of Human Subjects in Research.

2.

You understand the scope, aims, and purposes of this research project and the procedures to be followed and the
expected duration of your participation.

3.

You have received a description of any reasonable foreseeable risks or discomforts associated with being a subject
in this research, have had them explained to you, and understand them.

4.

You have received a description of any potential benefits that may be accrued from this research and understand
how they may affect you or others.

5.

The investigator se ek s to maintain the confidentiality of all data and records associated with your participation in this
research. You should understand, however, there are rare instances when in order to comply with policy,
regulations or laws, the investigator is required to share personally-identifiable information for research related
purposes, (e.g., officials at the University of New Hampshire, design ees of the sp o n so rs), and/or regulatory and
oversight government agencies may require a c c ess to research data in order to investigate a complaint about the
conduct of the research). Personally-identifiable information will not be released for non-research purposes without
your prior consent.

6.

You understand that your consent to participate in this research is entirely voluntary, and that your refusal to
participate will involve no prejudice, penalty or loss of benefits to which you would otherwise be entitled.

7.

You further understand that if you consent to participate, you may discontinue your participation at any time without
prejudice, penalty, or loss of benefits to which you would otherwise be entitled.
You confirm that no coercion of any kind w as used in seeking your participation in this research project.

8.
9.

You understand that if you have any questions pertaining to the research you can call Dr. Andrew Kun at 603-8624175 and be given the opportunity to discuss them. If you have questions pertaining to your rights a s a research
subject you can call Julie Simpson in the UNH Research Integrity Services, 603-862-2003, to d iscu ss them.

10.

You understand that your age, gender, the characteristics of your speech , and your experience in working with
computers or the Project54 system will be recorded, and may be shared with other researchers, along with the data
collected about your interactions.

11.

You certify that you have read and fully understand the purpose of this research project and the risks and benefits it
presents to you as stated above.
I,
I,

CONSENT/AGREE to participate in this research project.
__________________________________

REFUSE/DO NOT AGREE to participate in this research project.

Signature of Subject

Date

I,

____________________________________

CONSENT/AGREEto
allow sharing photographic and video
with other researchers, including still shots from videos, in scientific
publications and technical reports, and showing video data at
conferences and similar m eetings.

I,

______________________________________
REFUSE/DO NOT
AGREE to allow sharing photographic
video data with other researchers or showing it at conferences and
similar m eetings.

Signature of Subject
I,

__________________________________

Date
CONSENT/AGREE to allow sharing photographic and video data
with the public by posting pictures, video d ips, or still sh ots from
the dips, online, or by including them in printed publications.

Office of Sponsored Research - Regulatory Compliance/Phone: 862-2003

Rev. 8/01

I,

__________________________________

REFUSE/DO NOT AGREE to allow sharing photographic and
video data with the public by posting pictures, video dips, or still
shots from the clips, online, or by induding them in printed
publications.

Signature of Subject

Office of Sponsored Research - Regulatory Compliance/Phone: 862-2003

Date

Rev. 8/01

A P P E N D IX B
PERSONAL INFORM ATION QUESTIONAIRE

1

Persona1 Information Questionnaire

P ersonal In form ation Q u estion n aire
S u b je c t I D : __________

D a te:_______________________

T im e :_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

About you
1.
2.
3.
4.

H ow old are you? I a i n _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ y e a r s o l d .
W h at is your gender?
□ M a le
□ F e m a le
A re you a stu d en t?
□ Y es
□ No
I f you are a stu d en t, w h at is your standing?
□ F resh m an
□ Sophom ore

□
□
□
5. I f
□

J u n io r
S e n io r
G r a d u a te
you are not stu d en t, w h at is your h igh est ed u cation level?
H ig h S c h o o l

□ C o lle g e
□ G r a d u a te
6. H ave you ever used a iP o d d evice w ith a scroll w h eel (circular selector)?
□ Y es
□ No
7. W hich is your dom inant hand?
□ R ig h t
□ L e ft
□ N e ith e r

Experience with touch screen technology
F o r t h e f o llo w in g q u e s t io n s , a t o u c h s c r e e n in t e r f a c e is a m e t h o d o f in t e r a c t i n g w ith a d e v i c e u s in g y o u r
f in g e r (s ) t o t o u c h t h e g r a p h ic d is p la y o f t h e d e v ic e . E x a m p le s o f t h is in c lu d e to u c h s c r e e n p h o n e s , t o u c h b a s e d
t a b le t s , t o u c h t a b le s a n d s t o r e k io s k s . I f y o u a r e u n s u r e if a s p e c if ic d e v ic e h a s a t o u c h s c r e e n in t e r f a c e , p le a s e
a s k t h e e x p e r im e n te r .
8. D o you have exp erien ce w ith tou ch screen interfaces?
□ Y es
Q No
9. D o you use a d evice w ith a tou ch screen interface o n a regular basis?
□ Y es
□ No
10.

If y es, how often do you u se th e tou ch cap ab ilities o f each o f th e follow ing d ev ices? P le a se
mark th e correct colum n w ith an X for each row.

D ev ice

M ore than
on ce a day

Desktop
Computer
Laptop
Computer
Cell Phone
/ PDA
Tablet
Other (List
Below)
11. If oth er, w hat

O nce a
D ay

A few tim e s
a w eek

O n ce a
w eek

L ess
th an
o n ce a week

I d o n o t u se to u ch
on th is d e v ic e

Personal Information Questionnaire

2

Experience with mapping software
F o r t h e fo llo w in g q u e s tio n s , m a p p in g s o f t w a r e a r e p r o g r a m s t h a t a llo w t h e ir u s e r s t o e x p lo r e m a p p in g
in f o r m a t io n o r g e o c o d e d d a t a . E x a m p le s o f t h e s e p r o g r a m s in c lu d e G o o g le E a r th , G o o g le M a p s , B in g M a p s ,
G I S . I f y o u a r e u n s u r e if a s p e c ific a p p lic a t io n is c o n s id e r e d m a p p in g s o f t w a r e , p le a s e a s k t h e e x p e r im e n t e r .
12.

D o you have any exp erience w ith m apping softw are?
□ Y es
□ No

13. D o you u se m apping software on a regular basis?
□ Y es
□ No
14.

I f yes, how often do you u se m ap p in g softw are? P lea se m ark th e correct co lu m n w ith an X
for each row.

Software

M ore than
once a day

Once a
D ay

A few tim es
a week

O nce a
w eek

L ess
th an
on ce a week

I d o n o t u se th is
m ap p in g softw are

G o o g le
M aps
G o o g le
E a rth
B in g M a p s
V ir tu a l
E a rth
G IS
O t h e r (L is t
B e lo w )
15. I f other, w hat
16.

H ave you used any m apping softw are w ith tou ch screen technology?
□ Y es
□ No

17.

I f Yes, how often d o you use m ap p in g softw are w ith tou ch screen te ch n o lo g y on th e
d evices below?

D e v ic e

D
C
L
C
C
/
T

M ore th an
once a day

e sk to p
o m p u ter
a p to p
o m p u te r
e ll P h o n e
PD A
a b le t

O t h e r ( L is t
B e lo w )
18. I f other, w hat

O nce a
D ay

A few tim e s
a w eek

O nce a
w eek

L ess
than
o n c e a week

I d o n o t u se tou ch
w ith
m ap p in g
softw are on th is
d e v ic e

Personal Information Questionnaire

3

Experience with tangible user interfaces
F o r t h e fo llo w in g q u e s tio n s , a t a n g ib le u s e r in t e r f a c e is a t a n g ib le d e v ic e fo r in t e r a c tin g w it h a c o m p u t e r o t h e r
t h a n a k e y b o a r d , m o u s e o r a s ty lu s . E x a m p le s o f t h is in c lu d e v id e o e d it in g p u c k s o r a N in te n d o W ii g a m e
c o n tr o lle r .
19.

D o you have any exp erien ce w ith tan gib le user interfaces?
□ No

D Y es

20. D o you ow n, or use on a regular basis, a d evice w ith a ta n g ib le user interface?
□ Y es
□ No
21.

I f yes, how often do you u se a tan gib le u ser in terface (T U I)? Please m ark th e correct
colum n w ith an X for each row.

TUI

M ore th an
once a day

N in te n d o
W ii
C on
tr o lle r
V id e o
E d itin g
P uck
O t h e r (L is t
B e lo w )
22. If other, w h at

O nce a
D ay

A few tim es
a week

O nce a
w eek

L ess
than
o n ce a week

I do n o t u se to u ch
on th is d ev ice

A P P E N D IX C
NASA-TLX D EFINITIO N SHEET [1]

Appendix A

R A T IN G S C A L E D E F IN IT IO N S
T itle

E n d p o in ts

D e s c r ip tio n s

M ENTAL DEM AN D

Low/High

H o w m u c h m e n ta l a n d p e r c e p tu a l a c tiv ity w a s
r e q u ir e d ( e .g ., t h in k in g , d e c id in g , c a lc u la t in g ,
r e m e m b e r in g , lo o k in g , s e a r c h in g , e t c .) ? W a s t h e
ta s k e a s y o r d e m a n d in g , s im p le o r c o m p le x ,
e x a c tin g o r fo r g iv in g ?

P H Y S IC A L
DEM AN D

Low/High

H o w m u c h p h y s ic a l a c tiv ity w a s r e q u ir e d ( e .g .,
p u s h in g , p u llin g , tu r n in g , c o n tr o llin g , a c tiv a tin g ,
e t c .)? W a s th e ta s k e a s y o r d e m a n d in g , s lo w o r
b r is k , s la c k o r s t r e n u o u s , r e s tfu l o r la b o r io u s ?

TEM PORAL
DEM AND

Low/High

H o w m u c h t i m e p r e s s u r e d id y o u f e e l d u e t o t h e
r a te o r p a c e a t w h ic h th e ta sk s o r ta s k e le m e n ts
o c c u r r e d ? W a s t h e p a c e s lo w a n d le is u r e ly o r r a p id
a n d fr a n tic ?

EFFORT

Low/High

H o w h a r d d id y o u h a v e to w o r k ( m e n t a lly a n d
p h y s ic a lly ) to a c c o m p lis h y o u r le v e l o f
p erfo rm a n ce?

PERFORM ANCE

G ood/Poor

H o w s u c c e s s f u l d o y o u th in k y o u w e r e in
a c c o m p lis h in g th e g o a ls o f th e ta s k s e t b y th e
e x p e r im e n te r (o r y o u r s e lf)? H o w s a t is f ie d w e r e
y o u w it h y o u r p e r f o r m a n c e in a c c o m p lis h in g t h e s e
g o a ls ?

F R U S T R A T IO N
LEVEL

Low/High

H o w in s e c u r e , d is c o u r a g e d , ir r ita te d , s t r e s s e d a n d
a n n o y e d v e r s u s s e c u r e , g r a tifie d , c o n t e n t , r e la x e d
a n d c o m p la c e n t d id y o u fe e l d u r in g t h e ta s k ?
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E xp erim en t Q uestionnaire
S u b je c t I D : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

D a te :_______________________

T im e :_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Experiment
Please indicate the level of agreement with each of the statem ents below by circling one o f the five possible
answers.

1. T he instructions at th e b eginning o f th e ex p er im en t w ere clear.
S tr o n g ly D is a g r e e

D is a g r e e

N e ith e r a g r e e n o r d is a g r e e

A gree

S tr o n g ly A g r e e

2. T he instructions at th e beginn in g o f th e Surface Slider p ortion were clear.
S tr o n g ly D is a g r e e

D is a g r e e

N e ith e r a g r e e n o r d is a g r e e

A gree

S tr o n g ly A g r e e

3. T he instructions at th e b eginn in g o f th e V irtu a l P u ck p o rtio n were clear.
S tr o n g ly D is a g r e e

D is a g r e e

N e ith e r a g r e e n o r d is a g r e e

A gree

S tr o n g ly A g r e e

4. T he instructions at th e b eginn in g o f th e P h y sica l P u ck p ortion were clear.
S tr o n g ly D is a g r e e

D is a g r e e

N e it h e r a g r e e n o r d is a g r e e

A gree

S tr o n g ly A g r e e

Overview
5. P lease rank each o f th e interfaces b ased on w h ich you w ould prefer to u se w ith 1 b ein g
th e h igh est preference and 3 b ein g th e low est.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ S u r fa c e S lid e r
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ V ir tu a l P u c k
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ P h y s ic a l P u c k
6. P lease rank each o f th e interfaces b ased on how fa st you w ere able t o find th e d a ta o f
interest w ith 1 b eing th e fastest in terface and 3 b e in g th e slowest.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ S u r fa c e S lid e r
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ V ir tu a l P u c k
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ P h y s ic a l P u c k

Please indicate the level of agreement with the statem ent below by circling one of the five possible answers.

7. I w ould b e m ore likely to use an ap p lication if it h ad tan gib le (physical) o b je c ts to
interact w ith , such as th e puck.
S tr o n g ly D is a g r e e

D is a g r e e

N e ith e r a g r e e n o r d is a g r e e

A gree

S tr o n g ly A g r e e

Experim ent Questionnaire

2

Surface Slider
Please indicate the level of agreement with each of the statem ents below by circling one of the five possible
answers relating only to the tasks involving the S u rfa c e S lid e r interface.

8.

I u n d erstood how to find th e answ er for each q u estion .
S t r o n g ly D is a g r e e

9.

D is a g r e e

N e ith e r a g r e e n o r d is a g r e e

A gree

S tr o n g ly A g r e e

N e ith e r a g r e e n o r d is a g r e e

A gree

S tr o n g ly A g r e e

N e ith e r a g r e e n o r d is a g r e e

A gree

S tr o n g ly A g r e e

N e ith e r a g r e e n o r d is a g r e e

A gree

S tr o n g ly A g r e e

T h e interface responded to m y m ovem en ts as I an ticip ated .
S tr o n g ly D is a g r e e

D is a g r e e

10. T h e interface w as easy to use.
S tr o n g ly D is a g r e e
11.

D is a g r e e

T h e interface w as fun to use.
S tr o n g ly D is a g r e e

D is a g r e e

Virtual Puck
Please indicate the level of agreement with each of the statem ents below by circling one of the five possible
answers relating only to the tasks involving the V ir tu a l P u c k interface.

12.

I u n d erstood how to find th e an sw er for each q u estion .
S tr o n g ly D is a g r e e

D is a g r e e

A gree

S tr o n g ly A g r e e

N e ith e r a g r e e n o r d is a g r e e

A gree

S tr o n g ly A g r e e

N e ith e r a g r e e n o r d is a g r e e

A gree

S tr o n g ly A g r e e

N e ith e r a g r e e n o r d is a g r e e

A gree

S tr o n g ly A g r e e

N e ith e r a g r e e n o r d is a g r e e

13. T h e interface responded t o m y m ovem en ts a s I an ticip ated .
S tr o n g ly D is a g r e e
14.

D is a g r e e

T h e interface was easy to use.
S tr o n g ly D is a g r e e

D is a g r e e

15. T h e interface was fun to use.
S tr o n g ly D is a g r e e

D is a g r e e

Physical Puck
Please indicate the level of agreement with each of the statem ents below by circling one o f the five possible
answers relating only to the tasks involving the P h y s ic a l P u c k interface.

16. I u nd erstood how t o find th e an sw er for each q u estion .
S tr o n g ly D is a g r e e

D is a g r e e

N e ith e r a g r e e n o r d is a g r e e

A gree

S tr o n g ly A g r e e

A gree

S tr o n g ly A g r e e

17. T h e interface responded to m y m ovem en ts a s I an ticip ated .
S tr o n g ly D is a g r e e

D is a g r e e

N e ith e r a g r e e n o r d is a g r e e
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18.

T h e in t e r f a c e w a s e a s y t o u se .
S tr o n g ly D is a g r e e

19.

D is a g r e e

N e it h e r a g r e e n o r d is a g r e e

A gree

S tr o n g ly A g r e e

N e it h e r a g r e e n o r d is a g r e e

A gree

S tr o n g ly A g r e e

T h e in te r fa c e w a s fu n to u s e .
S tr o n g ly D is a g r e e

D is a g r e e

O ther
20.
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